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A bstract
Although over the past decades there has been remarkable progress in the 
field of computer vision, scientists are still confronted with the problem of 
designing techniques and frameworks that can easily scale to many different 
domains and disciplines. It is true that state of the art approaches cannot 
produce highly effective models, unless there is dedicated, and thus costly, 
human supervision in the process of learning. Recently, we have been wit­
nessing the rapid growth of social media (e.g. images, videos, etc.) that 
emerged as the result of users’ willingness to communicate, socialize, col­
laborate and share content. The outcome of this massive activity was the 
generation of a tremendous volume of user contributed data available on 
the Web, usually along with an indication of their meaning (i.e. tags). This 
has motivated researchers to investigate whether the Collective Intelligence 
that emerges from the users’ contributions inside a Web 2.0 application, can 
be used to remove or ease the burden for dedicated human supervision. By 
doing so, this social content can facilitate scalable but also effective learn­
ing. In this thesis we contribute towards this goal by tackling scalability in 
two ways; first, we opt to gather effortlessly high quality training content in 
order to facilitate scalable learning to numerous concepts, which will be re­
ferred to as system scalability. Towards this goal, we examine the potential 
of exploiting user tagged images for concept detection under both unsuper­
vised and semi-supervised frameworks. Second, we examine the scalability 
issue from the perspective of computational complexity, which we will refer 
to as computational scalability. In this direction, we opt to minimize the 
computational cost while at the same time minimize the inevitable perfor­
mance loss by predicting the most prominent concepts to process further.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Focus of the thesis
In the 90s, the second generation (2G) cellular technology limited the functionalities of 
mobile phones to the very basics, i.e. making calls and sending text messages (SMS). 
Rapidly, mobile networks and devices began to evolve to higher speed networks (GPRS 
and WAP) and smaller devices with new functionalities (MMS and emails). In the 
last decade, the third generation (3G) was launched which in turn  gave its place to 
4G in 2009. In parallel with the developments in network capabilities, mobile devices 
evolved to smartphones, typically equipped with more processing power and high qual­
ity cameras. These recent advances have effectively turned ordinary people into active 
members of the Web, that generate, share, contribute and exchange various types of 
information. This has led to the huge growth of the available information over the 
internet in the form of documents, images and videos. For example, every minute 
3000 images and 30 hours of video are uploaded on flickr and YouTube respectively  ^
(Fig. 1.1).
However, as more and more information is becoming available day by day, the 
efficient retrieval, indexing and categorization of the content becomes a difficult task. 
Driven by this need and given that machine perception is limited to numbers and 
strings, there has been increasing research effort to map semantic concepts or events to 
multimedia content. Towards this goal, the use of image visual characteristics has been 
proposed. In this case, the visual content is utilized by extracting a set of visual features 
from each image or image region. Additionally, in an effort to simulate the functionality 
of the human visual system, machine learning algorithms have been proposed and 
extensively used. The idea behind machine learning algorithms is to mimic the way 
that a human learns to recognize visual objects by using a number of samples to train 
a model for a semantic concept. The efficient estimation of model parameters mainly 
depends on two factors; the quality and the quantity of the training examples. High 
quality is usually accomplished through manual annotation, which is a laborious and 
time consuming task. This has a direct impact on the second factor since it inevitably 
leads into a small number of training examples and limits the performance of the 
generated models. This has been approached from researchers either by proposing
h^ttp://scoop.intel.com/what-happens-in-an-internet-minute/
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most sophisticated machine learning algorithms or by aiming to find effortlessly and 
cheaply additional training content.
W ith respect to the algorithmic based approach, semi-supervised learning algo­
rithms were proposed in order to ease the tedious effort of manual annotation [2]. In 
this case, the objective is to exploit unlabelled data, which are usually of low cost and 
can be obtained in high quantities, in conjunction with a small amount of labelled 
data. As a special case of semi-supervised learning, the bootstrapping technique was 
designed to augment the training set with additional training samples [3]. In a simi­
lar endeavour, active learning was later proposed aspiring to minimize the annotation 
cost by enhancing the initial training set with the most informative samples [4]. These 
samples are actively selected by the algorithm and they are annotated typically by a 
human oracle. Their addition to the training set is expected to be the most beneficial 
for boosting the performance of the initial classifiers.
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In an effort to find cheaper ways for annotating multimedia content researchers 
proposed the use of online annotation games. The task of annotation was presented as 
a game to the web users and while they were playing the game for entertainment the 
collection of valuable m etadata was a side effect. In this category, Google Image La­
beler^ [5] and Peekaboom [6] were some of the most popular games used for global and 
regional image annotation respectively. Following a similar idea, crowdsourcing was 
introduced and quickly attracted researchers’ interest. The idea behind crowdsourcing 
is to leverage the knowledge of the crowds by splitting the annotation workload into 
tasks and assigning them to workers. In this way, one can get thousands of tasks com­
pleted within minutes and obtain annotations of comparable quality to the annotations 
of experts [7] for very large datasets in reasonable times. For example, ImageNet [8], 
which is currently the largest annotated image database consisting of 14 million im­
ages and 21841 concepts, was annotated using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)^ 
service, without which, it would require approximately 19 years to annotate the whole 
database.
While crowdsourcing has emerged as a popular method for easily obtaining high 
level manual annotations, it cannot be considered either free or fully automatic. On 
the other hand, Web 2.0 applications have attracted the interest of web users who 
contribute content to such sites for their personal use. More specifically, flickr hosts 
billions of images with associated tags and although this content is of admittedly lower 
quality in terms of annotation precision, it has been obtained completely free. The 
challenge of using this kind of content to alleviate the annotation burden has been an 
important research direction for the past years. Towards effectively exploiting this free 
user generated content, researchers have been trying to overcome the known problems 
of social tagging systems such as tag spamming, tag ambiguity, tag synonymy and 
granularity variation (i.e. different description level). Nevertheless, the employment of 
user contributed content is leading the recent research efforts, mainly because of their 
ability to offer more information than the mere image visual content, coupled with the 
potential to grow almost without limits. Considering these benefits, the authors of [9] 
claim that with the availability of overwhelming amounts of data many problems can 
be solved without the need for sophisticated algorithms.
^http: //images.google.com/imagelabeler/ 
^https: /  /  www.mturk.com
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1.2 M otivation
The utilization of user generated content obtained from social media is the motiva­
tion of this thesis, aiming to use this content in order to provide solutions for scalable 
semantic image annotation. In this thesis, we target towards two different forms of 
scalability; a) the system scalability., i.e. on how many concepts the utilized algorithm 
can be applied regarding the availability of appropriate training content and b) the 
computational scalability, i.e. how much it costs to train and apply these algorithms on 
those concepts regarding computational complexity. W ith respect to the system scala­
bility, we investigate whether the user tagged images found in abundance on the web 
can reliably substitute the laborious task of manual annotation so that we can achieve 
robust object detection for numerous concepts. We also study under which circum­
stances they can completely substitute or minimize the required manual annotation by 
testing both unsupervised (Chapter 2) and semi-supervised techniques (Chapters 3, 4). 
W ith respect to the computational scalability, i.e. the computational cost of a system, 
which rises proportionally to the number of examined concepts, we consider the typ­
ical trade off between the computational cost and the performance of the algorithms. 
In this direction, we present a method for predicting the concepts for which adding 
more training data is expected to provide significant benefit in terms of performance 
(Chapter 5). Having this knowledge, we can choose to process further only the most 
prominent concepts, avoiding in this way the computational cost of processing the whole 
set of concepts.
1.3 Challenges
One of the most difficult challenges that one has to face when dealing with user gen­
erated content is noise. Web users tend to tag their uploaded multimedia content for 
personal use (e.g. vacation, instagramapp, iphoneography) and not necessarily based 
on the objects they depict. This disqualifies them from being directly usable training 
content and calls for more sophisticated methods to deal with the noise. In this thesis, 
we approach this challenge both algorithmically and intuitively. W ith respect to the 
algorithmic approaches, we tested various textual analysis algorithms that are based 
on either the expert knowledge encapsulated in lexicons (i.e. strict definitions of Word- 
Net), or the collective intelligence of the crowds (i.e. using co-occurrence metrics on
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large textual databases such as flickr), or the contextual information of the tags (i.e. 
using bag-of-words schemes). W ith respect to the intuitive approach, we opt to leverage 
the noise reduction properties that large amounts of data tend to exhibit. Moreover, 
by using large scale datasets, we have the luxury to discard the ambiguous content and 
still be able to obtain significant amounts of training data.
Additionally, processing large scale multimedia content can be computationally de­
manding, especially when considering that the complexity of the visual analysis and 
machine learning algorithms usually rises proportionally to the size of the dataset. 
However, although the performance of machine learning algorithms highly depends on 
the size of the utilized training set, adding randomly big chunks of data does not guar­
antee proportional boost in the performance of the models. For this reason, in this 
thesis we look for the optimal ways to select training data, the addition of which to the 
training set is expected to maximally boost the performance of the classifiers, with the 
minimum computation cost. Nevertheless, it is imperative to consider that, even with 
optimal selection of data, significantly boosting the performance might not be feasible 
for all cases. Given that and towards minimizing the unnecessary processing load for 
these cases, we propose a novel method that can predict when adding more data is 
expected to be beneficial.
1.4 Outline
In Chapter 2, we aim at system scalability by proposing a method for gathering training 
content from user generated content automatically using unsupervised techniques (i.e. 
clustering). The problem we consider is essentially multiple-instance learning in noisy 
context, where we try  to exploit the high volume that characterizes the user generated 
content. The objective is to automatically extract a training set from this user generated 
content that can be used to learn an object detection model for a certain concept. More 
specifically, drawing from a large pool of user tagged images, our goal is to determine a 
set of image regions that can be associated with a certain object in an automatic way . 
We examine under which circumstances this is possible and we prove, both theoretically 
and empirically, our claim that the success of the proposed framework is correlated to 
the size of the dataset and the quality of the visual analysis algorithms.
1.4 Outline
The term ’’object” refers to the visual representation of a visual entity, while ’’con­
cept” is defined to be a perceptual representation that can be expressed both linguis­
tically (i.e. by textual words) and visually (i.e. by visual objects). For example, the 
concept grass is represented by a set of textual words (e.g. grass, lawn, etc.) in the 
linguistic domain and by a variety of objects in the visual domain (e.g. Fig 2.7 #2). 
Furthermore, the term ’’concept” is also used to describe more abstract concepts as 
well, such as happy, which are also expressed by a set of words in the linguistic domain 
(e.g. happy, cheerful, etc.) but do not correspond to a specific visual object in the 
visual domain.
In Chapter 3, we aim at system scalability using semi-supervised techniques (i.e. 
bootstrapping). In this case, there is an initial manually annotated set of regions and 
the goal is to optimally select regions from user tagged images in order to enhance the 
training set and build more effective object detectors. However, the nature of these 
annotations (i.e. global level) and the noise existing in the associated information, as 
well as the ambiguity that characterizes these examples, disqualifies them from being 
directly appropriate learning samples. Nevertheless, the tremendous volume of data 
that is currently hosted in social networks gives us the luxury to disregard a substantial 
number of candidate learning examples, provided we can devise a gauging mechanism 
that could filter out any ambiguous or noisy samples. Our objective in this work is 
to define a measure for visual ambiguity, which is caused by the visual similarity of 
semantically dissimilar concepts, in order to help in the process of selecting positive 
training regions from user tagged images. This is done by limiting the search space of 
the potential images to the ones yielding a higher probability to contain the desired 
regions, while at the same time not including visually ambiguous objects that could 
confuse the selection algorithm.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the extent to which the user tagged images that are 
found in social networks can be used as a reliable substitute for the human oracle 
in the context of active learning for image classification. Civen that the oracle is 
not expected to reply to the queries submitted by the selective sampling mechanism 
with 100% accuracy, we expect to face a number of implications that will question 
the effectiveness of active learning in this noisy context. The novelty of this work, in 
contrast to what has been considered so far in active learning, is to propose a sample
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selection strategy that maximizes not only the informativeness of the selected samples 
but also the oracle’s confidence about their actual content.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we tackle the computational scalability issue by proposing a 
method that predicts the concepts for which the enhancement of the initial classifier 
with additional training images is not expected to provide significant improvements. 
More specifically, we adopt a regression model for predicting the performance gain of 
the bootstrapping process prior to actually applying it. This is particularly useful in 
the context of recent trends in the image classification domain, where the scalability of 
methods to numerous concepts is now considered an important element of the proposed 
solutions. For example, in the ImageCLEF competition [10], the organizers introduced 
this scalability requirement by adding the concept as an input to the participants’ 
systems rather than giving a pre-defined vocabulary of concepts, while in the ImagneNet 
competition they had to classify images with respect to a vocabulary of 1000 concepts.
1.5 Contributions of this thesis
1.5 .1  O n th e  S y stem  S ca lab ility
Towards the objective of system scalability, i.e. robust object detection for numerous 
concepts, we investigate whether social media and more specifically the user tagged 
images that can be found in abundance on the web can effectively be leveraged for 
obtaining large amounts of training data effortlessly. We examine this in the context 
of both unsupervised (i.e. clustering) and semi-supervised (i.e. bootstrapping and 
active learning) machine learning. The contribution of this thesis towards automatically 
gathering training examples can be summarized in the following:
• We present a completely unsupervised framework that associates image regions 
with tags by correlating the most populated visual cluster of regions to the most 
frequently appearing group of tags. We make the assumption that the success 
of this correlation mainly depends on the size of the processed dataset and the 
amount of the visual analysis error. We provide both theoretical and empirical 
proof that the aforementioned assumption holds.
• We propose a method for modelling and utilizing visual ambiguity that is in­
herent in multimedia content by explicitly inserting it into the classifier under a
1.5 Contributions o f th is thesis
bootstrapping scheme, where the objective is to select additional positive regions 
from a pool of candidate images. The proposed approach optimizes the selection 
process by limiting the search space of the potential images to the ones yielding 
a higher probability to contain the desired regions, while at the same time not 
including visually ambiguous objects that could confuse the selection algorithm. 
Experimental results show that the employment of visual ambiguity allows for 
better separation between the targeted true positive and the undesired negative 
regions.
• We examine how the known principles of active learning for image classification 
fit in a social context. We show empirically that in the social context, where the 
pool of candidates is replaced by user tagged images and the human oracle by 
web users, it is important to take into consideration both the informativeness of 
new samples and the confidence of the oracle. Towards this goal, we propose a 
novel probabilistic fusion method for combining the aforementioned quantities.
1 .5 .2  O n th e  C o m p u ta tio n a l sca la b ility
Towards minimizing the computational cost for scalable concept detection, the contri­
bution of this thesis can be summarized in the following:
• We propose a method that is able to exploit the correlation between the ex­
pected performance gain in a bootstrapping context and two novel features; the 
maturity of the initial model and the reliability of the oracle. As a result, we 
can considerably improve the scalability properties of bootstrapping techniques 
by concentrating on the most prominent models and thus reducing the overall 
processing load.
1. INTRODUCTION
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2. SCALABLE OBJECT DETECTION WITH UNSUPERVISED
LEARNING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Introduction
Humans can classify visual objects through models that are built using examples for 
every single semantic concept. Based on this assumption, researchers have been trying 
to simulate the human visual system by using machine learning algorithms to clas­
sify visual content. A set of training samples plays the role of the examples in the 
case of object detection schemes. These schemes typically employ some form of su­
pervision in the process of gathering the required training samples, as it is practically 
impossible to learn how to recognize an object without using any kind of semantic infor­
mation during training. However, semantic labels may be provided at different levels of 
granularity (global or region level) and preciseness (one-to-one, one-to-many, or many- 
to-many relation between objects and labels), imposing different requirements on the 
effort needed to generate them. In this chapter we will use the term weakly annotated 
images and weakly supervised learning when there is one-to-many or many-to-many re­
lation between the image regions and the provided labels [11]. This is usually the kind 
of annotation that we get from search engines or collaborative tagging environments. 
Equivalently, we will use the term strongly annotated images and strongly supervised 
learning when there is one-to-one relation between the image regions and the provided 
labels [12]. This is usually the kind of annotation resulting from dedicated, manual 
annotation efforts. The annotation cost is a critical factor when designing an object 
detection scheme with the intention of scaling to many different objects and domains. 
W ith this in mind, our goal is to highlight the trade-off between the annotation cost 
for preparing the necessary training samples and the quality of the resulting models.
While model parameters can be estimated more efficiently from strongly annotated 
samples, such samples are very expensive to obtain, raising scalability problems. On 
the contrary, weakly annotated samples can be easily obtained in large quantities from 
social networks. Social tagging systems like ffickr^ accommodate image corpora that 
are being populated with thousands of user tagged images on a daily basis. Motivated 
by this fact, our work aims at combining the advantages of both strongly supervised 
(learn model parameters more efficiently) and weakly supervised (learn from samples 
obtained at low cost) methods, by allowing the strongly supervised methods to learn 
from training samples that can be mined from collaborative tagging environments. The
 ^www.flickr.com
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problem we consider is essentially multiple-instance learning in noisy context, where 
we try  to exploit the noise reduction properties that characterize massive user contri­
butions, given that they encode the collective knowledge of multiple users. Specifically, 
drawing from a large pool of weakly annotated images, our goal is to benefit from the 
knowledge aggregated in social tagging systems in order to automatically determine 
a set of image regions that can be associated with a certain object. In order to do 
this, we hypothesize that if the set of weakly annotated images is properly selected, the 
most populated tag- “term” and the most populated visual- “term” will be two different 
representations (i.e. textual and visual) of the same object. We define tag-“terms” 
to be sets of tag instances grouped based on their semantic affinity (e.g. synonyms, 
derivatives, etc). Respectively, we define visual-“terms” to be sets of region instances 
grouped on the basis of their visual similarity (e.g. clustering using the regions’ visual 
features). The most populated tag-“term” (i.e. the most frequently appearing tag, 
counting also its synonyms, derivatives, etc) is used to provide the semantic label of 
the object that the developed classifier is trained to recognize, while the most populated 
visual-“term” (i.e. the most populated cluster of image regions) is used to provide the 
set of positive samples for training the classifier in a strongly supervised manner. It is 
expected that as the pool of the weakly annotated images grows, the most frequently 
appearing “term” in both tag and visual information space will converge into the same 
object.
The contribution of this work is on studying theoretically and experimentally the 
conditions under which this expectation is verified. The verification is evident in the 
ideal case where tags are accurate and free of ambiguity, and no error is introduced by 
the visual analysis algorithms. However, since this case is very unusual, we examine 
how convergence is influenced both by the size of the processed dataset as well as by 
the accuracy of the visual analysis algorithms (i.e. segmentation accuracy, clustering 
efficiency). A large dataset size favours convergence since a statistically significant 
number of samples can compensate for the error introduced by noisy tagging. On 
the contrary, the amount of error introduced by the visual analysis algorithms hinders 
convergence since the formulated clusters of image regions may not be consistent in a 
semantic sense.
Part of the work presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with my co­
author and was published in a journal paper [13]. Some of the text that appeared in
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that paper was reused in this chapter. My contribution to that work was the design, 
development and execution of the experiments as well as co-writing significant parts 
of the manuscript. My additional contribution to this chapter is the work presented 
as a conference paper in [14] (here in Section 2.7). In this work, a guided cluster 
selection strategy is proposed to correlate the examined concept with the combination 
of clusters containing the desired regions. Moreover, a novel graph based clustering 
algorithm, which does not force all regions into clusters, is proposed. The aim is to 
leave out noisy regions.
2.2 R elated Work
During the past decade, there has been considerable interest in weakly labelled data 
and their potential to serve as training samples for various computer vision tasks. The 
common objective of these approaches is to compensate for the loss in learning from 
weakly annotated and noisy training data, by exploiting the arbitrary large amount 
of available samples. Web 2.0 and collaborative tagging environments have further 
boosted the interest in this idea by making available plentiful user tagged data.
Our work can be considered to relate to various works in the literature in different 
aspects. From the perspective of exploring the trade-off between analysis efficiency 
and the characteristics of the dataset we find similarities with [15], [16]. In [15] the 
authors explore the trade-off’s in acquiring training data for image classification models 
through automated web search as opposed to human annotation. The authors try 
to learn a model that operates on prediction features (i.e. cross-domain similarity, 
model generalization, concept frequency, within-training-set model quality) and provide 
quantitative measures to gauge when the cheaply obtained data is of sufficient quality 
for training robust object detectors. In [16] the authors investigate both theoretically 
and empirically when effective learning is possible from ambiguously labelled images. 
They formulate the learning problem as partially-supervised multi-class classification 
and provide intuitive assumptions under which they expect learning to succeed. This 
is done by using convex formulation and showing how to extend a general multi-class 
loss function to handle ambiguity.
There are also works [17], [18], [19] that rely on the same principle assumption 
used in our work, stating that users tend to contribute similar tags when faced with
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similar type of visual content. In [17], the authors base their work on social data to 
introduce the concept of flickr distance. Flickr distance is a measure of the semantic 
relation between two concepts using their visual characteristics. The authors rely on 
the assumption that images containing the same concept share similar appearance fea­
tures and use images obtained from flickr and visual language modelling (VLM) [20] 
to represent a concept. Subsequently, the distance between two concepts is measured 
using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence between the constructed models. Although 
different in purpose from our approach, the authors present some very interesting re­
sults demonstrating that collaborative tagging environments like flickr can be used to 
facilitate various computer vision tasks. In [18], the authors make the assumption that 
semantically related images usually include one or several common regions (objects) 
with similar visual features. Based on this assumption they build classifiers using as 
positive examples the regions assigned to a cluster, which is deemed to be representa­
tive of the concept. They use multiple region-clusters per concept and eventually they 
construct an ensemble of classifiers. They are not concerned with object detection but 
rather with concept detection modelled as a mixture/ constellation of different object 
detectors. Along the same lines, the work presented in [19] investigates inexpensive 
ways to generate annotated training samples for building concept classifiers using su­
pervised learning. The authors utilize click-through data logged by retrieval systems 
that consist of the queries submitted by the users, together with the images in the 
retrieval results, that these users selected to click on in response to their queries. Al­
though the training data collected in this way can be potentially noisy, the authors rely 
on the fact that click-through data exhibits noise reduction properties, given tha t it en­
codes the collective knowledge of multiple users. The method is evaluated using global 
concept detectors and the conclusion that can be drawn from the experimental study is 
that although the automatically generated data cannot surpass the performance of the 
manually produced ones, combining both automatically and manually generated data 
consistently gives the best results.
The employment of unsupervised methods (e.g. clustering) for mining images de­
picting certain objects, is the attribute that relates our work with [21]. In [21] the 
authors make use of community contributed collections and demonstrate a location- 
tag-vision-based approach for retrieving images of geography-related landmarks. They 
use clustering for detecting representative tags for landmarks, based on their location
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and time information. Subsequently, they combine this information with vision-assisted 
process for presenting the user with a representative set of images. Clusters are formed 
in the visual space and various scores are used to gauge the representativeness of clusters 
as well as the images within a cluster. Eventually, the goal is to sample the resultant 
clusters with the most representative images for the selected landmark.
Lately, with the impressive results of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in 
both image annotation and object detection [2 2 ], many works have been investigating 
their potential to facilitate various computer vision tasks [23; 24; 25; 26]. The authors 
of [23] present an extensive study and comparison between features originating from 
CNNs and SIFT-alike features followed by encoding algorithms (e.g. Bag-of-Words, 
Fisher encoding, etc). Similarly, the authors of [25] show that the parameters of CNNs 
can be learnt on independent large-scale annotated datasets (such as ImageNet [8 ]) 
and can be efficiently transferred to other visual recognition tasks with limited amount 
of training data (i.e. object and action detection). Towards the same objective of 
object detection, the authors of [24] present a method also based on CNNs, which 
simultaneously segments and detects objects in images. Finally, based on weak but 
noise-free annotations, the authors of [26] present a weakly supervised CNN for object 
recognition that does not rely on detailed object annotations and show that it can 
perform equally well when strong annotations are present.
Finally, our work also bears similarities with works like, [27; 28] that operate on 
segmented images with associated text and perform annotation using the joint distri­
bution of image regions and words. In [27], the problem of object recognition is viewed 
as a process of translating image regions to words, much as one might translate from 
one language to another. The authors develop a number of models for the joint dis­
tribution of image regions and words, using weak annotations. In [28], the authors 
propose a fully automatic learning framework that learns models from noisy data such 
as images and user tags from flickr. Specifically, using a hierarchical generative model 
the proposed framework learns the joint distribution of a scene class, objects, regions, 
image patches, annotation tags as well as all the latent variables. Based on this distri­
bution the authors support the task of image classification, annotation and semantic 
segmentation by integrating out of the joint distribution the corresponding variables.
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2.3 Problem  Formulation
We use the notation of Table 2.1 to provide technical details, formalize the functionality 
and describe the links between the components employed by our framework.
Our goal is to use tagged images from flickr and transform the one-to-many or 
many-to-many relations that characterize their label-to-region annotations into one-to- 
one relationships. One way to achieve this is through the semantic clustering of image 
regions to objects (i.e. each cluster consists of regions that depict a specific object). 
Semantic clustering can only be made feasible in the ideal case where the image analysis 
techniques work perfectly. However, as this is highly unlikely, instead of requiring that 
each cluster is mapped to a label in a one-to-one relationship, we select an image group
that focuses on Cfc and we only search for the cluster or clusters where the majority 
of regions contained in them depict the focused object Cfc (Fig. 2.1). Thus the problem 
can be viewed as follows. Given a group of images Iq G with information of the type 
{(/d(’"i^)v • • 5 Cfc}, we search for the group of regions that can be mapped
with object Ck in a one-to-one relation.
2.4 Framework D escription
2 .4 .1  G en era l Fram ew ork A rch itec tu re
The framework we propose for leveraging social media to train object detection models 
is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The analysis components that can be identified in our framework 
are, a) construction of an appropriate image set, b) image segmentation, c) extraction 
of visual features from image regions, d) clustering of regions using their visual fea­
tures and e) supervised learning of object recognition models using strongly annotated 
samples.
More specifically, given an object Ck that we wish to train a detector for (e.g. sky in 
Fig. 2.2), our method starts from a large collection of user tagged images and performs 
the following actions. Images are appropriately selected so as to create a set of images 
that is biased to emphasize on object By emphasizing we refer to the case where 
the majority of the images within the image set depict a certain object and tha t the 
linguistic description of that object can be obtained from the most frequently appearing 
tag (see Section 2.4.2. 1  for more details). Subsequently, clustering is performed on
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SK Y
F igu re  2.1: Framework Objective.
all regions extracted from the images of the image set, that have been determined 
by applying an automatic segmentation algorithm on those images. During region 
clustering the image regions are represented by their visual features and each of the 
generated clusters typically contains visually similar regions. Since the majority of the 
images within the selected set depict instances of the desired object c^, we anticipate 
that the majority of regions representing the object of interest will be gathered in the 
most populated cluster, pushing all irrelevant regions to the other clusters. Eventually, 
we use as positive samples the visual features extracted from the regions belonging to 
the most populated cluster, to train an SVM-based binary classifier in a supervised 
manner for recognizing instances of c^. After training the classifier, object detection is
18
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performed on unseen images by using the automatic segmentation algorithm to segment 
the unseen image into regions, and then apply the classifier to decide whether these 
regions depict Ck-
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F igu re 2.2: Proposed framework for leveraging a set of user tagged images to train a 
model for detecting the object sky.
2 .4 .2  A n a lysis  C om p on en ts
2.4.2.1 Construction of an appropriate im age set
In this Section we refer to the techniques that we use in order to construct a set of 
images emphasizing on object Cfc, based on the associated textual information (i.e. 
annotations). If we define ling{ck) to be the linguistic description of Ck (e.g. the 
words “sky” , “heaven” , “atmosphere” for the object sky), a function describing the
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functionality of this component takes as input a large set of images and ling{ck), and 
returns a set of images S^ '=, a subset of the initial set, that emphasizes on object c&.
imageSet{S, ling{ck)) = C S  (2.1)
For the purposes of our work we use three different implementations of this function 
based on the type of associated annotations.
K eyw ord-based  se lec tion  This approach is used for selecting images from strongly 
annotated datasets. These datasets are hand-labeled at region detail and the labels 
provided by the annotators can be considered to be mostly accurate and free of am­
biguity. Thus, in order to create 5^ '= we need only to select the images where at least 
one of its regions is labeled with ling{ck). In this case the social aspect of the data is 
not exploited since the keyword-based selection approach is only applied on datasets 
that are strongly annotated. However, as will become apparent in Section 2.6, we use 
this approach to provide a reference point (i.e. manually extracted training samples) 
for comparing the quality of the training samples produced by our framework.
F lick r g roups Flickr groups^ are virtual places hosted in collaborative tagging envi­
ronments that allow social users to share content on a certain topic which can be also an 
object. Although managing flickr groups still involves some type of human annotation 
(i.e. a human assigns an image to a specific flickr group) it can be considered weaker 
than the previous case since this type of annotation does not provide any information 
about the boundaries of the object depicted in the image. From here on we will refer to 
the images obtained from flickr groups as roughly-annotated images. In this case, 
is created by taking a predefined number of images from a flickr group that is titled 
with ling{ck)- Here, the tags of the images are not used as selection criteria. One 
drawback of flickr groups derives from the fact that since they are essentially virtual 
places they are not guaranteed to increase their size constantly and therefore cater for 
datasets of arbitrary scale. Indeed, the total number of positive samples that can be 
extracted from the images of a flickr group has an upper limit on the total number 
of images that have been included in this group by the users, which is typically much 
smaller than the total number of flickr images that actually depict this object. This
 ^http://www.flickr.com/groups/
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is the reason that we also investigate the following selection technique, that operates 
on image tags and therefore is capable of producing considerably larger sets of images 
emphasizing on a certain object.
SE M SO C  SEMSOC stands for SEmantic, SOcial and Content-based clustering and 
is applied by our framework on weakly annotated images (i.e. images that have been 
tagged by humans in the context of a collaborative tagging environment, but no rigid 
annotations have been provided) in order to create sets of images emphasizing on dif­
ferent topics. SEMSOC was introduced by Giannakidou et. al. in [29] and is an 
un-supervised model for the efficient and scalable mining of multimedia social-related 
data that jointly considers social and semantic features. Given the tendency of social 
tagging systems to formulate knowledge patterns that reflect the way content is per­
ceived by the web users, SEMSOC aims at identifying these patterns and create an 
image set emphasizing on c^. The reason for adopting this approach in our framework 
is to overcome the limitations that characterize collaborative tagging systems such as 
tag spamming, tag ambiguity, tag synonymy and granularity variation (i.e. different 
description level). The outcome of applying SEMSOC on a large set of images S, is a 
number of image sets 5^ * C 5, i =  1 , . . . ,  m, where m  is the number of created sets. 
This number is determined empirically, as described in [29]. Then in order to obtain 
the image set that emphasizes on object Cfc, we select the SEMSOC-generated set 
where its most frequent tag closely relates with ling{ck). Although the image sets 
generated by SEMSOC are not of the same quality as those obtained from flickr groups, 
they can be significantly larger favoring the convergence between the most populated 
visual- and tag- “term” . In this case, the total number of positive samples tha t can be 
obtained is only limited by the total number of images that have been uploaded on 
the entire flickr repository and depict the object of interest. Moreover, since SEMSOC 
considers also the social and semantic features of tags when creating the sets of images, 
the resulting sets are expected to be of higher semantic coherence than the sets created 
using for instance, a straightforward tag-based search. Fig. 2.3 shows four examples 
of image clusters generated by SEMSOC, along with the corresponding most frequent 
tag.
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(a) Vegetation (b) Sky
(c) Sea (d) Person
F ig u re  2.3; Examples of image sets generated using SEMSOC (in caption the correspond­
ing most frequent tag). It is clear that the majority of images in each set include instances 
of the object that is linguistically described by the most frequent tag. The image is best 
viewed in colour and with magnification.
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2.4.2.2 Segm entation
Segmentation is applied to all images in with the aim of extracting the spatial masks 
of visually meaningful regions. In our work we have used a segrnentation algorithm 
based on K-means with connectivity constraint (KMCC) presented in [30]. Initially, 
for each pixel of the image, intensity, texture and spatial feature vectors are extracted. 
Then, the initial number of regions and their intensity, texture and spatial centers 
are estimated using a variation of the maximin algorithm. These values are given as 
input to the KMCC algorithm, which classifies the pixels to the different regions. This 
algorithm was chosen over more popular ones (such as Normalized Cuts [31], Mean 
Shift [32] and Superpixels [33]) because of its ability to create fewer and larger regions 
which are more likely to depict visual objects. The output of this algorithm applied on 
a single image is a set of segments which roughly correspond to meaningful objects, as 
shown in Fig. 2.2. Thus, the segmentation analysis component takes as input the full 
set of images that are included in 6 '^ '=, and generates an extensive set of independent 
image regions:
=  {n G R : VT E (2 .2 )
2.4.2.3 V isual D escriptors
In order to visually describe the segmented regions we have employed an approach 
similar to the one described in [34] with the important difference that in our case de­
scriptors are extracted to represent each of the identified image regions, rather than 
the whole image. More specifically, for detecting interest points we have applied the 
Harris-Laplace point detector on intensity channel, which has shown good performance 
for object recognition [35]. In addition, we have also applied a dense-sampling ap­
proach where interest points are taken every 6*  ^ pixel in the image. For each interest 
point (identified both using the Harris-Laplace and dense sampling approach) the 128- 
dimensional SIFT descriptor is computed using the version described by Lowe [36]. 
Then, a Visual Word Vocabulary (codebook) is created by using the K-Means algo­
rithm to cluster approximately 1  million SIFT descriptors that were sub-sampled from 
a total number of 28 million SIFT descriptors extracted from 5 thousand training im­
ages. The codebook allows the SIFT descriptors of all interest points enclosed by an
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image region, to be vector quantized against the set of Visual Words (300 in our case) 
and their occurrence summarized in a histogram [37]. Thus, Vr% e R a  300-dimensional 
feature vector /(r^) is extracted, that contains information about the presence or ab­
sence of the Visual Words included in the Codebook. Then, all feature vectors are 
normalized so as the sum of all elements of each feature vector is equal to 1. Thus, the 
visual descriptor component of the system takes as input the full set of independent 
image regions R  extracted from all images in 6 '^  ^ and generates an equivalent number 
of feature vectors.
;^zs(jR) =  { / ( n )  G E : Vn G R} (2.3)
2.4.2.4 Clustering
For performing feature-based region clustering, we applied the affinity propagation 
clustering algorithm on all extracted feature vectors F. This is an algorithm that takes 
as input the measures of similarity between pairs of data points and exchanges messages 
between data points, until a high-quality set of centers and corresponding clusters is 
found. Affinity propagation, proposed by Frey and Dueck [38], was selected in this 
work for the following reasons:
a) The requirements of our framework imply that in order to learn an efficient object 
detection model, clustering will have to be performed on a considerably large number 
of regions, making computational efficiency an important issue. The common approach 
followed by most clustering algorithms is to determine a set of centers such that the sum 
of squared errors between data points and their nearest centers is minimized. This is 
done by starting with an initial set of randomly selected centers and iteratively refining 
this set so as to decrease the sum of squared errors. However, such approaches are 
sensitive to the initial selection of centers, and work well only when the number of 
clusters is small and the random initialization is close to a good solution. This is the 
reason why these algorithms need to re-run many times with different initializations in 
order to find a good solution. In contrast to this, affinity propagation simultaneously 
considers all data points as potential centers. By viewing each data point as a node in 
a network, affinity propagation recursively transmits real-valued messages along edges 
of the network until a good set of centers and corresponding clusters emerges. In this
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way, it removes the need to re-run the algorithm with different initializations which is 
very beneficiary in terms of computational efficiency.
b) The fact that the number of objects depicted in the images of an image set 
can not be known in advance, poses the requirement for the clustering procedure to 
automatically determine the appropriate number of clusters based on the analyzed data. 
Affinity propagation, rather than requiring that the number of clusters is pre-specified, 
takes as input a real number for each data point. This number is called “preference” 
and its meaning is that data points with larger values for “preference” are more likely to 
be chosen as centers. In this way the number of identified centers (number of clusters) 
is influenced by the values of the input preferences but also emerges from the message- 
passing procedure. If a priori, all data points are equally suitable as centers (as in 
our case) the preferences should be set to a common value. This value can be varied 
to produce different numbers of clusters and taken for example to be the median of 
the input similarities (resulting in a moderate number of clusters) or their minimum 
(resulting in a small number of clusters). Given that it is better for our framework to 
handle noisy rather than inadequate (in terms of indicative examples) training sets, we 
opt for the minimum value in our experiments.
Thus, the clustering component takes as input the full set of feature vectors ex­
tracted by the visual descriptors component and generates clusters of feature vectors 
based on a similarity distance between those vectors. These clusters of feature vectors 
can be directly translated to clusters of regions since there is one to one correspon­
dence between regions and feature vectors. Thus, the functionality of the clustering 
component can be described as follows:
clust{F) =  {r^  G R } (2.4)
Out of the generated clusters of regions we select the most populated r ,^, as described 
in detail in Section 2.5, and we use the regions included in this cluster to learn the 
parameters of a model recognizing Ck-
2.4.2.5 Learning M odel Param eters
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [39] were chosen for generating the object detection 
models due to their ability in smoothly generalizing and coping efficiently with high- 
dimensionality pattern recognition problems. All feature vectors corresponding to the
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regions assigned to the most populated of the generated clusters, are used as positive 
samples for training a binary classifier. Negative examples are chosen arbitrarily from 
the remaining dataset. Tuning arguments include the selection of Gaussian radial 
basis kernel and the use of cross validation for selecting the kernel parameters. Thus, 
the functionality of the model learning component can be described by the following 
function;
svm{vis{rv), Ck) = rUc^  (2.5)
2.5 R ationale of our approach
2 .5 .1  P ro b lem  F orm ulation
The goal of our framework is to find a set of image regions depicting the object c&, 
(r+,Cfe) from a set of user tagged images. However, the annotations found in social 
networks are in the form of image level tags {/, (ii, 2^ , • • •, ^n)}j which can be trans­
formed to {(ri, T2 , . . . ,  VmY, • • • 5 tn Y ]  after segmenting I  into regions. Ideally,
the tagged images could be used to extract the positive samples for every concept
ci,i = 1, ...,t depicted in S  if we could perfectly cluster the visual and tag information 
space. More specifically, if we take R  and T  to be the total set of regions and tags 
extracted from all images in S  respectively, by performing clustering based on the sim­
ilarity between the individuals of the same population (i.e. visual similarity for image 
regions and semantic affinity for contributed tags), we are able to generate clusters of 
individuals in each population as shown below:
visualCluster{R) = r%, r* Ç R  visual-terms ,
tagCluster{T) = t j , t j  Ç T  tag-terms
Now, given a large set of tagged images I  e  S  this process would produce for each 
object Cl depicted by the images of S, a triplet of the form (r%,tj,Cf). Ideally in each 
triplet, Ti is the set of regions extracted from all images in S  that depict ci, and t j  is 
the set of tags from all images in S  that were contributed to describe ci linguistically. 
We consider that an object ci may have many different instantiations in both visual 
(e.g. different angle, illumination, etc) and tag (e.g. synonyms or derivatives of the 
words expressing the object; for instance the object sea can be linguistically described
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using many different words such as “sea” , “seaside” , “ocean”, etc) information space. 
Thus, Ti can be used to provide the positive samples needed to train the SVM-based 
classifier, while can be used to provide the linguistic description of the object that 
the classifier is trained to recognize. However, the aforementioned process can only be 
made feasible in the ideal case where the image analysis works perfectly and there is 
no noise in the contributed tags, which is highly unlikely.
For this reason, in our work, we relax the constraints of the aforementioned problem 
and instead of requiring that one triplet is extracted for every object c/ depicted by the 
images of S, we only aim at extracting the triplet corresponding to object c&, which 
is the object emphasized by the processed image set. Thus, the first step is to create 
an appropriate set of images that emphasizes on object c&. Then, based on the 
assumption that there will be a connection between what is depicted by the majority 
of the images in and what is described by the majority of the contributed tags, 
we investigate the level of semantic consistency (i.e. the level at which the majority of 
regions included in depict c& and the majority of tags included in tg are linguistically 
related with c&) of the triplet (r ,^, t^, c^), if v and g are selected as follows. Since both 
Vi and t j  are clusters (of images regions and tags, respectively), we can apply the 
Pop{-) function on them, that calculates the population of a cluster (i.e. the number of 
instances included in the cluster). Then v and g are selected such as the corresponding 
clusters are the most populated from all clusters generated by the clustering functions 
of eq. (2.6), that is v = argmax^(Pop(r^)) and g = argmaXj{Pop{tj)).
Although the errors generated from imperfect visual analysis may have different 
causes (e.g. segmentation error, imperfect discrimination between objects), they all 
hinder the creation of semantically consistent region clusters. Therefore, in our work, 
we consider that the error generated from the inaccurate clustering of image regions 
with respect to the existing objects {errord-obj), incorporates all other types of visual 
analysis error. Similarly, although the contributed tags may incorporate different types 
of noise (i.e. ambiguity, redundancy, granularity variation, etc) they all hinder the 
process of associating a tag with the objects that are depicted in the image, and thus 
is refiected on the level of emphasis that is given on object Ck when collecting 
Eventually, the problem addressed in this work is what should be the characteristics 
of and errord-ohj so as the triplet (r^,,tg,Cj;;) determined as described above, to
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satisfy our objective i.e. that the majority of regions included in depict % and the 
majority of tags included in tg are linguistically related with Ck-
2 .5 .2  Im age se t  co n stru c tio n
Let us assume that we construct an image set C S  that emphasizes on object c^. 
We can view the process of constructing as the act of populating an image set with 
images selected from a large database S  using certain criteria. In this case, the number 
of images depicting object Q in 5 '^=, can be considered to be equal with the number 
of successes in a sequence of n independent success/failure trials, each one yielding 
success with probability . Given that S  is sufficiently large, drawing an image from 
this dataset can be considered as an independent trial. Thus, the number of images 
in that depict object Ci E C  can be expressed by a random variable K  following 
the binomial distribution with probability p^.. Eq. (2.7) shows the probability mass 
function of a random variable following the binomial distribution:
P r ^ K  =  fc) =  ( ^ ) p | ( l  -  Pci)” -*’ (2.7)
Given the above, we can use the expected value E {K )  of a random variable following 
the binomial distribution to estimate the expected number of images in that depict 
object Ci G C, if they are drawn from the initial dataset S  with probability p ^ . This is 
actually the value of k  maximizing the corresponding probability mass function, which 
is:
E ^ (K ) = nv,, (2 .8 )
If we consider 7  to be the average number of times an object appears in an image, 
then the number of appearances {if^appearances) of an object in is:
TC i =  qnpci (2.9)
Moreover, based on the assumption mentioned earlier in this section, we accept 
that there will be an object ci that is drawn (i.e. appears in the selected image) with 
probability p^  higher than p^^, which is the probability that an image depicting C2  
is drawn, and so forth for the remaining q  G C. This assumption is experimentally
verified in Section 2.6.2 where the frequency distribution of objects for different image
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sets are measured in a manually annotated dataset. Finally, using eq. (2.9) we can 
estimate the expected number of appearances appearances) of an object in , 
Mci E C. Fig. 2.4(a) shows the ^^appearances Vc% G C against their frequency rank, 
given some example values for with Pa > Pc2 > —  It is clear from eq. (2.9) that if 
we consider the probabilities p^  to be fixed, the expected difference, in absolute terms, 
in the ^appearances between the first and the second most highly ranked objects ci 
and C2 , increases as a linear function of n  (see Fig. 2.4(b) for some examples). Based on 
this observation and given the fact that as N  increases n  will also increase, we examine 
how the population of the generated region clusters relates to errord-obj and n.
2 .5 .3  C lu ster in g
The purpose of this section is to help the reader draw some intuitive conclusions about 
the impact of the dataset size and the error introduced by the visual analysis algo­
rithms errord-obji on the success probability of our approach. In order to do this we 
examine the clustering part of the proposed framework from the perspective of how 
much a possible solution deviates from the perfect case. This allows us to approximate 
errord-obj with a measurable quantity and derive an analytical form of the association
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between the visual analysis error, the size of the dataset and an indicator of the success 
probability of our approach.
W ithout loss of generality we work under the assumption that due to the errord-obj 
it is more likely for the cluster corresponding to the second most frequently appearing 
object, to become more populated than the cluster corresponding to the first most 
frequently appearing object, than a cluster corresponding to any other object. A cluster 
that corresponds to an object c% is considered to be the cluster that exhibits the highest 
F-measure (Ei) score, with respect to that object, among all generated clusters. Thus, 
the cluster corresponding to object c% is found using function Z  defined as:
Z (Q ,R ) =  r^, K =  argm ax(Ei(ci,rj)) (2.10)
3
where F\ is the harmonic mean of precision (prec) and recall (rec) and is calculated 
using the following equation:
=  w ith
recij =  precij =
Then, given that has been decided to be the corresponding cluster of Cj, the 
population Pop^ of the cluster is equal to the number of regions TCi depicting Ci, 
adding the number of false positives PPi^K and removing the number of false negatives 
FNi^K that have been generated from the error d-obj- Thus, we have:
P opk = TCi + FPi,K -  FNi^K =>
(2 .12)
P oPk — TCi + DRi,K 
DRi^K is defined to be the displacement of with respect to c% and is an indicator 
of how much the content of deviates from the perfect solution. DRi^K shows how 
the P oPk of cluster is modified according to the errord-obj introduced by the visual 
analysis algorithms. Positive values of DRi^^ indicates inflows in population, while 
negative values indicate leakages. In the typical case where the clustering result does 
not exhibit high values for PPi^K and PNi^K simultaneously (see Section 2.6.3), DRi^^ is 
also an indicator of result’s quality since it shows how much the content of a cluster has 
been changed with respect to the perfect case. Let us denote =  % (ci,R) and =  
Z(c2 ,R ) the clusters corresponding to ci (i.e. the most frequently appearing object in
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and C2  (i.e. the second most frequently appearing object in 5^^), respectively. We 
are interested in the relation connecting Popa and Popp given DRi^a: D R 2 ,p- Thus we 
have:
Popa ~ Popp = TC \ +  DRi^a ~  TC 2 — DR2^p =>
(2.13)
Popa — Popp = {TCi — TC 2 ) +  {DRi^a ~  D P 2 ,p)
We know about the first parenthesis on the right hand side of the equation that since 
emphasizes on ci this object will appear more frequently than any other object in 
thus TC i — TC 2 > 0. In the case where the second parenthesis on the right hand 
side of the equation is also positive (i.e. DRi^a — D R 2 ,p > 0), the value Popa — Popp 
will be greater than zero since it is the sum of two positive numbers. This indicates 
that despite the errord-obj, cluster r^  remains the most populated of the generated 
clusters and continues to be the most appropriate (i.e. in terms of the maximum Fi 
criterion) cluster for training a model detecting object ci. When DRi^a — DR2,p > 0 
we can distinguish between the three qualitative cases for clustering that are described 
in Table 2.2. The superscripts are used to indicate the sign (i.e. positive or negative) 
of the corresponding displacement in each case.
If DRi^a — D R 2 ,p <  0, the two parentheses of the right hand side of the eq. (2.13) 
have different signs and the sign of the value Popa — Popp depends on the difference 
between the absolute values of \TCi —TC 2 I and \DRi^a — D R 2 ,p\. In this case one of the 
factors controlling whether the most populated cluster will be the most appropriate 
cluster for training a model detecting ci, is the absolute difference between TC i and 
TC 2 , which according to our analysis in Section 2.5.2 depends largely on the number 
of images n  in . The three qualitative cases for clustering that we can identify when 
DRi^a — D R 2 ,p < 0 are shown in Table 2.2.
In order to get an intuitive view of the relation between n  and the probability 
of selecting the most appropriate cluster when DRi^a ~  D R 2 ,p <  0 , we approximate 
the effect of errord-obj on the distribution of the generated clusters’ population by 
measuring how much a certain clustering solution deviates from the perfect solution. In 
order to do this, we view clustering as a recursive process with the starting point at the 
perfect solution. Then, the deviation of some clustering solution t +  1 from the perfect 
solution depends on the deviation of the previous solution t  from the perfect solution. 
Respectively, the population of a cluster in solution t +  1 is equal to the population of
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this cluster in the previous solution t, adding the number of false positives and removing 
the number of false negatives that have been generated from the transition t i +  1 . 
This can be expressed using the following recursive equation:
=  Popl +
(2.14)
If we take as a starting point the perfect solution, we have Pop^ = TCi. If we also 
consider D R f\  to be constant for all transitions, we can find a closed-form solution for 
the recursive equation which is:
Pcyp*p’‘ = TC i + qDl4%  (2.15)
where q is the number of transitions that have taken place and provides and intuitive 
measure of how much distance there is between the current clustering solution and the 
perfect solution. However, TCi denotes the number of times the object c% appears in 
{jj^appearances) and according to eq. (2.9) we have TCi = I'apci- By substituting 
TCi in eq. (2.15) we have:
PopJ^+9 =  7 %  +  qDR^k (2.16)
Given that D R i^a~D R 2 ,p < 0, the population of cluster rQ, is increasing/decreasing 
with a rate lower/higher than the rate with which increases/decreases. So, we are
interested in the number of transitions that are needed for causing the population of
Ta to become equal or less to the population of rp. The equality corresponds to the 
minimum number of transitions.
Pop^aP" -  Pop*j’“ < 0
7«Pci +  qDRf,^ -  jn p a  -  qDP^p < 0
> 7 (^Pci -PC9 )
9 -
(2.17)
In order to draw some conclusions from this equation we need to note the following. 
Given our basic assumption we have pci > Pc2 • Moreover, given that DR\^a—DR2,p <  0 
we can also accept that DRf{^ — <  0. Thus, all terms on the right hand side
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of eq. (2.17) are positive. It is clear from eq. (2.17) that the number of transitions q 
required for causing not to be the most populated of the generated clusters, increases 
proportionally to the dataset size n  and the difference of probabilities (p^ — Pcg)- It 
is important to note that q does not correspond to any physical value since clustering 
is not a recursive process, it is just an elegant way to help us reach the intuitive 
conclusion that as n increases, there is higher probability in Tq, (i.e. the most populated 
of the generated clusters) being the most appropriate cluster for learning ci, due to the 
increased amount of deviation from the perfect solution that can be tolerated.
2.6 Experim ental study
The goal of our study is to experimentally validate using real social data, our expec­
tations on the required size of the processed dataset and the error introduced by the 
visual analysis algorithms. We examine the conditions under which the most populated 
visual- and tag-“term ” converge into the same object and evaluate the efficiency of the 
object detection models generated by our framework. To this end, in Section 2 .6 . 2  we 
experimentally verify that the absolute difference between the first and second most 
frequently appearing objects in a dataset constructed to emphasize on the former, in­
creases as the size of the dataset grows. Section 2.6.3 provides an experimental insight 
on the errord-obj introduced by the visual analysis algorithms and examines whether 
our expectation regarding the most populated cluster holds. In Section 2.6.4 we com­
pare the quality of object models trained using flickr images leveraged by the proposed 
framework, against the models trained using manually provided, strongly annotated 
samples. Moreover, we also examine how the volume of the initial dataset affects the 
efficiency of the resulting models. In addition to the above, in Section 2.6.5 we examine 
the ability of our framework to scale in various types of objects. We close our experi­
mental study in Section 4.4.3 where we compare our work with other existing methods 
in the literature.
2.6 .1  D a ta se ts
To carry out our experiments we have relied on three different types of datasets. The 
first type includes the strongly annotated datasets constructed by asking people to 
provide region detail annotations of images. To acquire comparable measures over
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the experiments, the images of the strongly annotated dataset were segmented by the 
segmentation algorithm described in Section 2.4.2.2 and the ground tru th  label of each 
segment was taken to be the label of the hand-labelled region that overlapped with the 
segment by more than the 2/3 of the segment’s area. As strongly annotated datasets, 
we have used a collection of 536 images from the Seaside domain annotated in 
our lab^ and the publicly available MSRC dataset^ consisting of 591 images. The 
second type refers to the roughly-annotated datasets like the ones obtained from flickr 
groups. In order to create a dataset of this type 5^ , for each object of interest, we 
have downloaded 500 member images from a flickr group that is titled with a name 
related to the name of the object, resulting in 25 groups of 500 images each (12500 
in total). The third type refers to the weakly annotated datasets like the ones that 
can be collected freely from the collaborative tagging environments. For this case, we 
have crawled 3000 and 10000 images from flickr using the wget^ utility
and flickr API facilities, in order to investigate the impact of the dataset size on the 
efficiency of the generated models. Depending on the annotation type we use the tag- 
based selection approaches presented in Section 2.4.2. 1  to construct the necessary image 
sets /S^ . Table 2.3 summarizes the information of the datasets used in our experimental 
study.
2 .6 .2  O b je c ts ’ d is tr ib u tio n  b ased  on  th e  size  o f  th e  im age se t
As claimed in Section 2.5.2, we expect the absolute difference between the number of 
appearances {if appearances) of the first (ci) and second (0 2 ) most highly ranked objects 
within an image set to increase as the volume of the dataset increases. This is 
evident in the case of keyword-based selection since, due to the fact that the annotations 
are ground truth, the probability that the selected image depicts the intended object is 
equal to 1 , much greater than the probability of depicting the second most frequently 
appearing object. Similarly, in the case of flickr groups, since a user has decided to 
assign an image to the flickr group titled with the name of the object, the probability 
of this image depicting the intended object should be close to 1. On the contrary, for 
the case of SEMSOC that operates on ambiguous and misleading tags, this claim is not
 ^http ; //mklab.iti.gr/pro j ect / scef
^http: / /research. microsoft. com /  vision/Cambridge /  recognition 
^wget: http://www.gnu.org/software/wget
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evident. For this reason and in order to verify our conjecture experimentally, we plot 
the distribution of objects’ ifappearances in four image sets that were constructed 
to emphasize on objects sky, sea, vegetation, person, respectively. These image sets 
were generated from both and using SEMSOC. Each of the bar diagrams
depicted in Fig. 2.5, describes the distribution of objects’ i f  appearances inside an image 
set S^, as evaluated by humans. This annotation effort was carried out in our lab and 
its goal was to provide weak but noise-free annotations in the form of labels for the 
content of the images included in both and . It is clear that as we move
from to the difference, in absolute terms, between the number of images
depicting c\ and C2 , increases in all four cases, advocating our claim about the impact 
of the dataset size on the distribution of objects’ i f  appearances, when using SEMSOC.
2 .6 .3  C lu ster in g  a ssessm en t
The purpose of this experiment is to provide insight into the validity of our approach 
to selecting the most populated cluster, in order to train a model recognizing the 
most frequently appearing object. In order to do so we evaluate the content of each 
of the formulated clusters using the strongly annotated datasets and S ^ .  More 
specifically, Vcj depicted in or we obtain 5*^* C or C using keyword 
based search and apply clustering on the extracted regions. Then, for each 5"  ^ we 
calculate the values TC \, DRi^a and Pop a for the most frequently appearing object 
Cl and its corresponding cluster r^; and TC 2 , Di?2 , /3  and Pop^ for the second most 
frequently appearing object C2  and its corresponding cluster r^. Both and rp are 
determined based on eq. (2.10) of Section 2.5.3. Subsequently, we examine whether 
Fq; is the most populated among all the clusters generated by the clustering algorithm, 
not only among Va and rp (i.e. we examine if Popa = max Pqpi for all generated 
clusters). If this is the case we consider that our framework has succeeded in selecting 
the most appropriate cluster for training a model to recognize ci (a y/ is inserted in the 
corresponding entry of the Sue column of Table 2.4). If is not the most populated 
cluster, we consider tha t our framework has failed in selecting the appropriate cluster (a 
X  is inserted in the corresponding entry of the Sue. column). Table 2.4 summarizes the 
results for the 7 objects of S ^  and the 19 objects of S ^  (the objects bicycle and cat were 
omitted since there was only one cluster generated). We notice that the appropriate 
cluster is selected in 2 1  out of 26 cases advocating our expectation that the errord-obj
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introduced by the visual analysis process is usually limited and allows our framework to 
work efficiently. By examining the figures of Table 2.4 more thoroughly we realize that 
DRi^a — D R 2 ,p > 0  for all success cases, with the only exception of object sky for . 
This is in accordance with the theoretical analysis of Section 2.5.3 which showed that 
if the relative inflow from r^ to is positive our framework will succeed in selecting 
the appropriate cluster. In the case of object sky our analysis does not hold due to the 
excessive level of over-segmentation. Indeed, by examining the content of the images 
belonging to the image set C we realize that despite the fact that sky is the 
most frequently appearing object in the image set, after segmenting all images in 
and manually annotating the extracted regions, the number of regions depicting sky 
T C i=  470 is less than the number of regions depicting sea TC 2 = 663. This is a clear 
indication that the effect of over-segmentation has inverted the objects’ distribution 
making sea the most frequently appearing object in The fail cases where the
relative inflow from to is negative (i.e. DRi^a ~  D R 2 ,i3 < 0 ) are also consistent 
with our analysis. In none of these 5 cases the difference between {TCi — TC 2 ) was 
high enough to compensate for the error introduced by the visual analysis process.
Additionally, we have used the experimental observations of Table 2.4 in order to 
verify the qualitative aspect of \D Rij\ mentioned in Section 2.5.3. More specifically, 
we have plotted the (FP,FN) pairs exhibited by the and clusters of the 7 seaside 
and 19 MSRC objects. Fig. 2.6(a) verifies the tendency of the clustering algorithm not 
to deviate substantially from the perfect case since the majority of (FP,FN) pairs are 
closer to (0,0) than (500,500). Moreover, the fact that no (FP,FN) pairs lay close to the 
diagonal {FP = F N )  apart from the ones that are very close to (0,0), renders \D R ij\ a 
valid indicator for the quality of the result. This qualitative aspect of \DRi^j\ was also 
verified by the diagram of Fig. 2.6(b). In this diagram we have plotted the F-measure 
score for the most populated cluster of each object, against the observed \D Rij\ value 
of this cluster normalized by the total number of true positives TCi. It is evident that 
the F-Measure tends to decrease as the ratio \D R ij\/T C i increases, showing tha t high 
values for \D Rij\ indicate low quality for the result.
2 .6 .4  C om paring  o b je c t  d e tec tio n  m o d els
In order to compare the efficiency of the models generated using training samples with 
different annotation type (i.e. strongly, roughly, weakly), we need a set of objects that
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F igu re  2.6: a) Diagram showing the (FP,FN) pairs for the two most populated clusters of 
all objects. It is evident that that vast majority of pairs are closer to (0,0) than (500,500). 
b) Diagram showing the F-Measure scores exhibited for the most populated cluster of each 
object, against the observed \D R ij\  value of this cluster normalized with the total number 
of true positives TCi.  The qualitative aspect of \D R i j \  derives from the observation that 
the F-measure tends to decrease as the ratio \DRi^j\/TCi increases.
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F igu re  2.7: Performance comparison between four object recognition models that are 
learned using images of different annotation quality (i.e. strongly, roughly and weakly)
are com m on in all three typ es o f d atasets. For th is reason, after exam in ing th e con ten ts  
of 5"®, review ing th e availability  o f groups in flickr and applying SEM SO C  on and  
r F i o k  ^ we determ ined 4 object categories {sky, sea, vegetation , person}. T h ese
objects exh ib ited  signiflcant presence in all different d atasets and served as benchm arks 
for com paring the quality of the different m odels. For each ob ject Ci G one
m odel was trained using th e strong annotations o f , one m odel was trained using th e  
roughly-annotated  im ages contained in and tw o m odels were trained using th e w eak  
an notations o f and  ^ respectively. In order to  evaluate th e perform ance o f
these m odels, we test them  using a subset (i.e. 268 im ages) o f th e stron gly  an notated  
d ataset C 5 ^ , not used during training. T h e F\  m etric was used for m easuring  
the efficiency o f the m odels.
B y  looking at th e  bar diagram  of F ig. 2.7, w e draw th e follow ing conclusions; a)
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Model parameters are estimated more efficiently when trained with strongly annotated 
samples, since in 3 out of 4 cases they outperform the other models and sometimes 
by a significant amount (e.g. sky, person), b) Flickr groups can serve as a less costly 
alternative for learning the model parameters, since using the roughly-annotated sam­
ples we get comparable and sometimes even better (e.g. vegetation) performance than 
manually trained models, while requiring considerably less effort to obtain the training 
samples, c) The models learned from weakly annotated samples are usually inferior to 
the other cases, especially in cases where the proposed approach for leveraging the data 
has failed in selecting the appropriate cluster (e.g. sea and sky for the dataset).
However, the efficiency of the models trained using weakly annotated samples im­
proves when the size of the dataset increases. From the bar diagram of Fig. 2.7 it is clear 
that when using the the incorporation of a larger number of positive samples
into the training set improves the generalization ability of the generated models in all 
four cases. Moreover, in the case of object sea we note also a drastic improvement of the 
model’s efficiency. This is attributed to the fact that the increment of the dataset size, 
as explained in Section 2.5, compensates for the errord-obj and allows the proposed 
method to select the appropriate cluster. On the other hand, in the case of object sky 
it seems that the correct cluster is still missed despite the use of a larger dataset. The 
correct cluster is also missed for the object sky when the weakly annotated samples are 
obtained from flickr groups. This shows that errord-obj is considerably high for this 
object and does not allow our framework to select the correct cluster.
2 .6 .5  S ca lin g  in  variou s ty p e s  o f  o b je c ts
In order to test the ability of our approach to apply successfully to various types of 
objects, we have performed experiments using the MSRC dataset^. MSRC { S ^ )  is a 
publicly available dataset that has been widely used to evaluate the performance of 
many object detection methods. The reason for choosing MSRC over other publicly 
available benchmarking datasets such as the PASCAL VOC dataset [40], was its adop­
tion by the works in the literature that are more relevant to the proposed approach 
(i.e. using weakly annotated data to train object detectors) allowing us to compare 
our work with state of the art methods (see Section 2.6.6). MSRC consists of 591
 ^http : / /research.microsoft .com/ vision/ Cambridge/ recognition
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hand-segmented images annotated at region detail for 23 objects. Due to their par­
ticular small number of samples, the objects horse and mountain were ignored in our 
study. All images of were segmented by the segmentation algorithm described in 
Section 2.4.2.2 and the ground tru th  labels were extracted as in Section 2.6.1. The 
dataset was split randomly in 295 training 5"^^^ and 296 testing 5"^^ images, ensuring 
approximately proportional presence of each object in both sets. The dataset
was used to train the strongly supervised classifiers for comparison reasons (i.e. as 
a baseline) and the dataset was used for evaluating the classifiers. In order to 
test our approach for these objects we have relied on flickr groups to obtain 2 1  image 
groups, with 500 members each, suitable for training models for the 21 objects of .
In an attem pt not only to evaluate the efficiency of the developed models but also 
to discover whether the root cause for learning a bad model is the selection of an 
inappropriate set of training samples, or the deficiency of the employed visual feature 
space to discriminate the examined object, we perform the following. Since we do not 
have strong annotations for the images obtained from flickr groups and it is impossible 
to assess the quality of the generated clusters as performed in Section 2.6.3, we train as 
many models as the number of generated clusters (not only using the most populated) 
and test them using S^g^. Our aim is to assess the quality of the generated clusters 
indirectly, by looking at the recognition rates of the models trained with the member 
regions of each cluster. The bar diagrams of Fig. 2.5 show the object recognition rates 
(measured using the Fi metric) for the models trained using as positive samples the 
members of each of the nine most populated (in descending order) clusters. The last 
bar in each diagram corresponds to the performance of the model trained using the 
strong annotations of 6 "^^^ and tested using S^g^. Moreover, in order to visually 
inspect the content of the generated clusters we have implemented a viewer tha t is able 
to read the clustering output and simultaneously display all regions included in the 
same cluster. By having an overall view of the regions classified in each cluster we can 
better understand the distribution of clusters to objects and derive some conclusions 
on the reasons that make the proposed approach to succeed or fail. By looking at the 
bar diagrams of Fig. 2.5 we can distinguish between four cases.
In the first case we classify the objects bird, boat, cat, dog and face th a t are too 
diversiform with respect to the employed visual feature space and as a consequence, 
none of the developed models (not even the one trained using the manual annotations)
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F igu re 2.5: Experiments on the 21 objects of MSRC dataset. In each bar diagram the nine 
first bars (colored in black) show the object recognition rates (measured using Fi  metric) 
for the models trained using as positive samples the members of each of the nine most 
populated (in descending order) clusters. The last bar (colored in gray) in each diagram 
correspond to the performance of the model trained using strongly annotated samples.
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manage to achieve good recognition rates. In addition to that, the particularly small 
number of relevant regions in the test set renders most of these objects inappropriate 
for deriving useful conclusions.
In the second case we classify the objects bicycle, body, chair, flower and sign that 
in spite of seeming to be adequately discriminated in the visual feature space (i.e. the 
model trained using the manually annotated samples performs relatively well), none 
of the models trained using the formulated clusters manage to deliver significantly 
better recognition rates from the other clusters. Thus, none of the generated clusters 
contains good training samples which indicates that the images included in the selected 
flickr group are not representative of the examined object, as perceived by the MSRC 
annotators.
Aeroplane, book, car, grass, sky, sheep are classified in the third case that includes 
the objects that are effectively discriminated in the visual feature space (i.e. the model 
trained using the manually annotated samples performs relatively well) and there is 
at least one cluster that delivers performance comparable with the manually trained 
model. However, the increased errord-obj has prevented this cluster to be the most 
populated, since the regions representing the examined object are split into two or 
more clusters. Indeed, if we take for instance the object sky and use the viewer to 
visually inspect the content of the formulated clusters, we realize that clustering has 
generated many different clusters containing regions depicting sky. As a result the 
cluster containing the regions of textured objects has become the most populated. 
Fig. 2.6 shows indicative images for some of the generated clusters for object sky. The 
clusters’ rank (# ) refers to their population. We can see that the clusters ranked #2 , 
#3 , # 6  and # 7  contain sky regions while the most populated cluster # 1  is the cluster 
that contains the regions primarily depicting statues and buildings. Consistently, we 
can see in Fig. 2.5 that the performance of the models trained using clusters ^ 2 , ^ 3  is 
much better than the performance of the model trained using cluster #1 .
Finally, in the last case we classify the objects cow, road, water, tree, building, where 
our proposed approach succeeds in selecting the appropriate cluster and allows the 
classifier to learn an efficient model. Fig. 2.7 presents some indicative regions for 6 out of 
the 9 clusters, generated by applying the proposed approach on the images downloaded 
from the flickr group titled as tree. For each cluster we present five indicative images 
in order to show the tendency, in a semantic sense, of the regions aggregated in each
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r 1
# 1  Cluster - architecture (statues, buildings)
# 2  Cluster - sky (but a bit noisy)
# 3  Cluster - sky (best performing model)
# 5  Cluster - noise
s f e -
# 6  Cluster - sky (mostly dark)
# 7  Cluster - sky (mostly light)
F igu re 2.6: Indicative regions from the clusters generated by applying our approach for 
the object sky. The regions that are not covered in red are the ones that have been assigned 
to the corresponding cluster.
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cluster. It is interesting to see that most of the formulated clusters tend to include 
regions of a certain semantic object such as tree (#1), grass (#2), sky (#5), water 
(#9) or noise regions. In these cases where the errord-obj is limited, it is clear that 
the regions of the object that appears more frequently in the dataset {tree in this case) 
are gathered in the most populated cluster.
2 .6 .6  C om p arison  w ith  e x is t in g  m eth o d s
Our goal in the previous experiments was to highlight the potential of social media to 
serve as the source of training samples for object recognition models. Thus, we have 
focused on the relative loss in performance that results from the use of leveraged rather 
than manually annotated training samples, and not on the absolute performance values 
of the developed models. However, in order to provide an indicative measure of the loss 
in performance that we suffer when compared with other existing works in the literature, 
we calculate the classification rate (i.e. number of correctly classified cases divided by 
the total number of correct cases) of our framework for the 21 objects of MSRC. Then, 
we compare the results with two methods [12], [41] that are known to deliver state of 
the art performance on this dataset. Textonboost [12] uses conditional random fields 
to obtain accurate image segmentation and is based on textons, which jointly model 
shape and texture. This work relies on manually annotated regions. The combination 
of Markov Random Fields (MRF) and aspect models is the approach followed in [41] 
in order to produce aspect-based spatial field models for object detection. This work 
(from now on PLSA-MRF/I) provides results using manually annotated images (i.e. 
weak but noise-free annotations). Note that the reported classification rates are not 
directly comparable since the methods are not relying on the same set of visual features, 
the training/test split is likely to be different and the results are reported at different 
level (in [12] at pixel level, in [41] at the level of 20x20 image patches, and in our 
case at the level of arbitrary shaped segments which are extracted by an automatic 
segmentation algorithm). However, the comparison of these methods allows us to make 
some useful conclusions about the trade-off between the annotation cost for training 
and the efficiency of the developed models. Table 2.5 summarizes the classification 
rates per object for each method.
On average, the accuracy obtained from our approach (45%) is inferior to the one 
obtained from PLSA-MRF/I (50%) which is again inferior to the accuracy obtained
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# 1  C luster - trees
# 2  C luster - grass
# 3  C luster - m ountain  w ith  noise
# 4  C luster - noise
# 5  C luster - cloudy sky
# 9  C luster - w ater
F igu re 2.7: Indicative regions from the clusters generated by applying our approach for 
the object tree. The regions that are not covered in red are the ones that have been assigned 
to the corresponding cluster.
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from Textonboost (58%). The performance scores obtained by the three methods are 
ranked proportionally to the amount of annotation effort required to train their models. 
Indeed, Textonboost [12] requires strongly annotated images that can only be produced 
manually, the PLSA-MRF/I algorithmic version of [41], requires weakly but noise-free 
annotated images the generation of which typically involves light human effort, and our 
framework operates on weakly but noisy annotated images that can be automatically 
collected from social sites at no cost. The costless nature of our approach motivated the 
execution of two additional experiments that are essentially variations of our original 
approach, mixing manually labelled data from MSRC and noisy data from flickr for 
training. More specifically, the first variation Prop.Fram ./M -F/W  mixes MSRC and 
flickr data at the level of images. Initially, the strong region-to-label associations pro­
vided by MSRC are relaxed to become weak associations of the form image-to-label(s). 
Then, these weakly annotated MSRC images are mixed with images from flickr and 
the proposed framework is applied to the mixed set of images. Finally, the samples 
used for training the object recognition models consist of the regions belonging to the 
most populated of the clusters generated from the mixed set. The Prop.Fram ./M -F/W  
variation uses the MSRC annotations in the same way with PLSA-MRF/I. The sec­
ond variation Prop.Fram ./M -F/S mixes MSRC and flickr data at the level of regions. 
The samples used for training the object recognition models consist of the strongly 
annotated regions from MSRC plus the regions belonging to the most populated of 
the clusters generated from flickr data. The Prop.Fram./M -F/S variation uses the 
MSRC annotations in the same way with Textonboost. Table 2.5 shows that both 
variations of our approach mixing MSRC and flickr data (i.e. Prop.Fram ./M -F/W  and 
Prop.Fram ./M -F/S), outperform the corresponding state-of-the art approaches (i.e. 
PLSA-MRF/I and Textonboost respectively). In the case of Prop.Fram ./M -F/W  the 
obtained average accuracy (57%) outperforms PLSA-MRF/I by 7%, while in the case 
of Prop.Fram ./M -F/S the obtained average accuracy (62%) outperforms Textonboost 
by 4%.
2 .6 .7  D iscu ssio n  o f  th e  resu lts
We have presented a framework for automatic creation of a training set from user 
tagged images in order to train object detectors. Experimentally, we have seen that by 
increasing the number of utilized images we manage to improve the performance of the
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generated detectors, providing supporting evidence for the potential of social media to 
facilitate the creation of reliable and effective object detectors. Moreover, despite the 
fact that there will always be a strong dependence between the discriminative power 
of the employed feature space and the efficiency of the proposed approach in selecting 
the appropriate set of training samples, our analysis has shown that we can maximize 
the probability of success by using large volumes of user contributed content.
On the other hand, analysing the experimental results on a per concept basis, 
we have seen object categories for which although there is at least one cluster that 
delivers performance comparable with the manually trained model, it was not the most 
populated, since the regions representing the examined object are split in two or more 
clusters. This could be fixed by adding some supervision to the cluster selection process. 
W ith this in mind, in the following section, we present a guided cluster selection strategy 
that can optimally choose the combination of region clusters depicting the target object 
using a small set of manually labelled examples.
2.7 Guided cluster selection strategy
Previously we proposed to achieve one-to-one region-to-label mapping by correlating 
the most populated visual cluster with the concept that the constructed image set was 
selected to focus on. However, our experiments have shown that, for some object cat­
egories, either the regions depicting the object of interest were split in many of the 
formulated clusters, or noisy regions populated an irrelevant cluster and as a conse­
quence caused our correlation mechanism to fail. For this reason, in this section, we 
propose two alterations to the aforementioned framework. Firstly, we utilize a novel 
graph based clustering algorithm that is not forced to assign the noisy regions into 
clusters [42]. Moreover, we propose a semi-supervised strategy to associate the appro­
priate cluster or combination of clusters to the examined concept, alleviating the effect 
of splitting the relevant regions into multiple clusters. A validation set of strongly an­
notated samples guides the selection strategy to decide which of the generated clusters 
are most likely to contain regions depicting the object of interest. This is essentially 
a post-clustering process that iteratively merges the clusters exhibiting highest perfor­
mance on the validation set and re-evaluates the performance of the merged cluster. In
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the end, all regions included in the merged cluster with the highest performance among 
all iterations, are mapped in a one-to-one relation with the object of interest.
2 .7 .1  C lu ster in g
In order to compensate for the noise introduced by the visual analysis algorithms (i.e. 
segmentation and feature extraction) and boost the efficiency of the proposed cluster 
selection strategy, we have employed a noise resilient clustering algorithm that does 
not forcefully assign all regions into clusters but leaves the noisy regions out of the 
clusters’ distribution. More specifically, we have applied a novel graph based clustering 
algorithm [42] that takes as input a portion of the similarity measure values between 
pairs of data points, constructs the network between the data points (regions in our 
case) and acquires a seed set of densely connected nodes. Then, starting from the 
community seed set the algorithm expands the communities by adding nodes to the 
communities which maximize a sub-graph modularity function subject to the constraint 
that their degree does not belong to the top 10 percentile of the node degree distribution 
(this implies that a single pass over the graph nodes is conducted in order to derive the 
node degree distribution) [42]. As the outcome of applying the community detection 
with expansion algorithm, every data point can belong to zero, one or more clusters. 
Thus, we obtain an overlapping distribution of the region’s feature vectors over the 
communities.
2 .7 .2  C lu ster  se le c tio n  s tr a te g y
We can represent the cluster selection strategy as a function rpositive = SelectRegionsÇR) 
that takes as input the set of generated clusters and selects the ones that represent the 
object of interest. Previously, we relied on the intuition of perfect clustering, dictating 
that the distribution of clusters’ population based on their population rank will coincide 
with the distribution of objects’ ^^appearances based on their frequency rank. Moti­
vated by this, we selected the most populated of the generated clusters to be correlated 
with the object of interest. Eq. 2.18 shows this functionality by considering Pop{-) to 
be a function that calculates the population of a cluster.
^positive = argmaxi{Pop{Ti)) (2.18)
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However, the errors introduced by the visual analysis algorithms had a high impact 
on the success or failure of (2.18). For this reason, in this work we propose an adapted 
version of the self-training technique that aims to boost the efficiency of the cluster 
selection strategy using a small set of strongly annotated regions (i.e. validation set). 
Let us denote jPscore(i*i) to be the performance (measured by the Fi score that is 
achieved on the validation set) of an object detection model which was generated using 
the regions of r% as positive examples. Our approach starts by using the validation 
set to calculate the Fscorei^i) of all models created using each time the regions of a 
different cluster as positive examples. Then, starting from the best performing cluster, 
an iterative merging process is performed. In each iteration the algorithm merges the 
cluster exhibiting the next highest value for Fgcore to the existing set of selected clusters 
and re-evaluates the performance of the newly created cluster Fscorei^ranki U Yrank2 0  
•••Ur^anfci+i), where Yrank^ is the cluster exhibiting the highest Encore, T‘^ rank2 the cluster 
with the second highest Fscore and so on. The iterations stop when the Fgcore of the next 
cluster to be merged is zero. Finally, the combination of clusters (i.e. merged cluster) 
with optimal performance is chosen to be the one correlated with the object of interest. 
In this case the functionality of the cluster selection strategy can be represented as 
follows:
^positive — Yranki (2.19)
i= l
where x = argmaXm{Fscore{[jjLi rrankj)) 
an d  FscoreiYranki) ^  -^score(nranfc2) ^  >  0
Following the running example of Fig. 2.8, let us assume that R  consists of four 
clusters so that F {C lusterl) > F{Cluster2) > F{Cluster3) > F{Cluster4) = 0. In 
the first iteration, the algorithm merges clusters 1 and 2 which yield the two highest 
values for Fscore- In the second iteration it adds cluster 3 which yields the next best 
performance. In iteration three, the next best Fscore is zero, so the algorithm stops the 
merging procedure. The decision is made to select the combination of clusters 1 and 2 
which yields the highest performance of all examined combinations.
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Iteration 3
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C lustersC luster 4
Iteration 1
C lusters
Cluster 3 C luster 4C luster 1+2
C lusters ranked 
by perform ance
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 C luster 3 C luster 4
F igu re 2.8: Cluster selection algorithm diagram.
2 .7 .3  E x p er im en ta l S tu d y
T h e goal o f our experim ental stu d y  is twofold. F irst, we want to  com pare the quality  
of th e training sam ples acquired by th e proposed sem i-supervised  approach, w ith  the  
popu lation  based selection  stra tegy  and the m anually selected  sam ples. In order to  
assess the quality o f th e different selection  types. Support Vector M achines (SVM s) 
were chosen to  train  th e m odels for object localization  and recognition. T h e feature 
vectors o f th e  regions associated  w ith  th e ob ject o f interest were used as positive sam ples 
for train ing a binary classifier. N egative exam ples were chosen arbitrarily from the  
rem aining dataset. Second, we w anted to  verify that th e proposed cluster selection  
algorithm  generalizes w hen m oving from th e validation  to  the test set.
To carry out our experim ents we have used a m anually annotated  and a social
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dataset. The first dataset is the publicly available SAIAPR TC-12 dataset [1] consisting 
of 20000 strongly annotated images. The dataset was split into 3 parts (70% train, 10% 
validation and 20% test). As previously (see Section 3.4.1), the images of the manually 
annotated dataset were segmented by the automatic segmentation algorithm. In order 
to create the second dataset, we downloaded images from flickr groups for 15 of the 
concepts included in the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset. For each object of interest, we have 
downloaded 500 member images from a flickr group that is titled with a name related 
to the name of the object, resulting in 15 groups of 500 images each (7500 in total).
2.7.3.1 Com paring object detection  m odels
Our goal is to compare the efficiency of the models trained using a set of regions selected 
according to:
1. the population-based method (eq. 2.18). Training set consists of flickr images 
only.
2. the proposed semi-supervised approach (eq. 2.19). Models were trained using only 
the flickr images and 2000 manually annotated images were used for selecting the 
appropriate cluster(10% of the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset).
3. the proposed approach adding to each model the images of the validation set. 
Models were trained using both the flickr images and 2000 manually annotated 
images(10% of the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset).
4. the strongly supervised strategy. Training set consists 14000 manually annotated 
images(70% of the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset).
In order to evaluate the performance of the models, we test them using the testing 
subset (i.e. 4000 images) of the strongly annotated dataset, not used during training 
or validation. Fig. 2.9 shows the Fi score of the generated models for each of the 15 
concepts.
By looking at the bar diagrams of Fig. 2.9 we can distinguish between three cases. In 
the first case we classify the objects airplane, bicycle, bird, boat, chair and flower that 
are diversiform with respect to the employed visual feature space and as a consequence, 
none of the developed models (not even the one trained using the manual annotations)
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manage to achieve good recognition rates. In the second case we classify the objects 
building, car and sign that despite being adequately discriminated in the visual feature 
space (i.e. the model trained using the manually annotated samples performs relatively 
well), none of the other selection algorithms was able to select the regions depicting the 
examined concept. In the last case we classify the concepts water, road, person, sky, 
tree and grass where the proposed approach performs well. We can also notice that 
for the cases of water and road the population based selection algorithm fails to select 
the proper cluster but the semi-supervised selection algorithm manages to merge the 
appropriate clusters. Finally, in an effort to boost the performance of the generated 
detectors, we have trained the models using as training examples both the regions 
selected by our framework and the manually selected regions included in the validation 
set. We can see that the performance of the models generated by the combination of 
the datasets is greatly increased.
2.7.3.2 G eneralizing from the validation to  the test set
The purpose of this experiment is to verify that the proposed selection algorithm can 
generalize from the validation to the test set. For this reason, we have calculated the 
performance {Fscore) of every model generated at each iteration of the algorithm on 
the validation and test set. Due to lack of space we chose to show only three of the 
concepts that were classified in the last case of Section 2.7.3.1 (Fig. 2.10). Black and 
grey bars indicate the performance of every merged model generated at each iteration 
step of the selection algorithm on the validation and test set, respectively. By this 
figure, it is obvious that the models perform similarly both on validation and test set in 
all three cases. We choose these concepts because we are able to draw safer conclusions 
for the generalization ability of our framework, as it is impossible to generalize in 
cases where the visual diversity of the concepts did not allow the algorithm to produce 
a model that would perform well even in the validation set. For example, for the 
concepts building, car and sign the highest Fscore achieved on the validation set for all 
the combinations of the generated clusters was lower than 5%. Moreover, this allows us 
to assume that our approach fails in these cases because of the different nature of the 
training and testing set (e.g. flickr images might depict modern buildings and SAIAPR 
TC-12 monuments). We expect that increasing the size of the training set would allow 
visually diverse categories of the same concept to exist in the same training set.
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F igu re 2,9: Comparative performance of the object detection models
2.8 Discussion and conclusions
In th is chapter, we have presented an algorithm  for extracting  sem an tica lly  coherent 
groups of regions d ep icting a certain  object. S tarting from  a set o f flickr im ages that  
focus on the desired object, we proposed an algorithm  th at is able to  se lect th e  regions  
depicting th is object using either an au tom atie or a guided selection  strategy. T h e  
experim ental resu lts have dem onstrated  th a t a lthough  th e perform ance o f th e  d etectors  
trained using leveraged social m edia is inferior to  th e one achieved by m anually trained  
detectors, there are cases where the gain in effort com pensates for the sm all loss in  
perform ance.
On the other hand, we have seen th a t there were cases for w hich no cluster or
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combination of clusters achieved comparable performance with the manual trained 
models. This can be attributed to the fact that unsupervised machine learning such 
as clustering is a rather difficult and error-prone task. In addition to that, the guided 
cluster selection approach, which was more promising than the unsupervised variation, 
can be computationally demanding. For example, in order to select the appropriate 
combination of clusters we need to train and evaluate approximately 30 SVM classifiers 
(Fig 2.10), which is computationally expensive. On the contrary, considering that some 
supervision was already added in the guided cluster selection strategy, semi-supervised 
approaches, such as self-learning, are expected to incorporate the manually labelled 
set in a more efficient and effective way. For this reason, the approaches presented in 
following chapters (Chapters 3, 4) are based on the bootstrapping paradigm and their 
objective is to find the optimal strategy for effortlessly selecting new training data.
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T ab le 2.1: Legend of used notation
S y m b o l D efin itio n
S The complete social media dataset
N The number of images in S
An image set, subset of S  that 
emphasizes on object Ck
n The number of images in 5'^ '=
I An image from S
R = Complete set of regions identified in all images of
 ^ — 1? • • • 5m } by an automatic segmentation algorithm
T = Complete set of tags contributed for all images of
\ t i ,  % — 1 , . . . , n} by web users
F = Complete set of visual features
~  1, . . . , m } extracted from all regions in R
c  = Set of distinct objects that appear
{c i , i  =  1, . . . t} in the image set
R  = Set of clusters created by performing clustering
{I'i) i ~  1} • • • ?o} on the regions extracted from all images of 
based on their visual similarity (i.e. visual-terms)
T  = Set of clusters created by clustering together the tags
{I'jj J — Ij • • • )d} contributed for all images in 5"^ '=, based on 
their semantic affinity (i.e. tag-terms)
Pa Probability that tag-based image selection 
draws from S  an image depicting c*
7 average number of times an object appears in an image
T Q Number of regions depicting object c% in
Popj  or Pop{ ^j) Population of cluster r^
ra The cluster corresponding to the most 
frequently appearing object in S^k
I*b The cluster corresponding to the second 
most frequently appearing object in S^k
Tu The cluster of regions depicting C k
C T T O V  c l — o b j the error generated by the visual analysis algorithms
False positives of with respect to Q
False negatives of r j  with respect to Cj
D R i j  = Displacement of r ,^
with respect to c*
*we use normal letters 
bold face letters (e.g. z)
(e.g. z) to indicate individuals of some population and 
to  indicate clusters of individuals of the same population
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T ab le 2.2: Qualitative cases for clustering
DRi,a ~~ DR2,i3 > C
DPl,a ~ DR2,I3 < f
DRt.a > D R h
R>Ri.c ORi
R^Rl,a ^
R*Rl,a ^R t,t
D R lc  < DR^.fi
Both Wa and wp  in­
crease their population 
but the inflow of Wa is 
greater than the inflow 
of Wp.
Wa increases its pop­
ulation while W2,/9 re­
duces its own.
Both Wa and wp re­
duce their population 
but the leakage of Wa 
is lower than the leak­
age of wp.
Both Wa and wp in­
crease their population 
but the inflow of Wa is 
lower than the inflow of
wp.
Wa reduces its popula­
tion while wp increases 
its own.
Both W a  and W p  re­
duce their population 
but the leakage of Wa is 
greater than the leak­
age of wp.
*the superscripts indicate the sign (i.e. positive or negative) of the 
corresponding displacement
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T ab le 2.3: Datasets Information
S ym b ol S ou rce A n n o ta t io i
T y p e
L N o . o f  Im ­
ages
o b je c ts S e le c tio n
ap proach
internai
dataset
strongly
annotated
536 sky, sea, veg­
etation, person, 
sand, rock, boat
keyword
based
MSRC strongly
annotated
591 aeroplane, bicy­
cle, bird, boat, 
body, book, cat, 
chair, cow, dog, 
face, flower, 
road, sheep, 
sing, water, 
car, grass, tree, 
building, sky
keyword
based
flick r
groups
roughly-
annotated
12500 (500 
for each 
object)
sky, sea, vegeta­
tion, person and 
the 21 MSRC 
objects
flick r groups
flickr weakly an­
notated
3000 cityscape, 
seaside, moun­
tain, roadside, 
landscape, 
sport-side
SEMSOC
gFlOK flickr weakly an­
notated
10000 jaguar, turkey, 
apple, bush, sea, 
city, vegetation, 
roadside, rock, 
tennis
SEMSOC
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T able 2.4: Clustering Output Insights
S a n Cl T C i D R i^a P opa C2 r c g D R 2 ,p P opp Sue. s ig n (D R x ,a
D R 2 ,p )
(Seaside)
6^ =  * 395 sea 732 -404 328 sky 395 -212 183 X -
^sand 359 sand 422 136 558 sky 337 -103 234 +
^rock 53 rock 155 95 250 sea 86 47 133 V +
i^boat 68 boat 96 120 216 sky 69 -57 12 V +
^person 215 person 435 -238 198 sea 406 -99 307 X -
gvegetat vegetati o£L57 140 297 sea 114 59 173 y +
g sky 418 sky 470 -246 224 sea 663 -324 339 X +
igsign 27 sign 65 101 166 building 19 -10 9 x/ +
gsky 129 sky 139 -89 50 building 115 119 234 X -
gbuildin( 88 building 209 304 513 sky 52 -17 35 V +
6 car 6 37 43 road 7 -3 4 V +
groad 74 road 94 269 363 sky 32 93 125 +
gtree 100 tree 226 258 484 sky 45 124 169 V +
^body 32 body 54 195 249 face 19 4 23 +
gface 21 face 35 121 156 body 17 10 27 x/ +
^grass 154 grass 221 367 588 sky 48 133 181 y +
^bird 29 bird 58 71 129 grass 15 -6 9 V +
gdog 27 dog 56 84 140 road 11 21 32 V +
gwater 62 water 113 182 295 sky 19 7 26 x/ +
i^ COW 43 cow 109 114 223 grass 57 -51 6 V +
gsheep 5 sheep 13 15 28 grass 13 -11 2 V +
^flow er 28 flower 60 103 163 grass 8 12 20 V +
i^book 33 book 149 -55 94 face 5 153 158 X -
gchair 19 chair 39 95 134 road 9 -3 6 V +
gaeropla ^T8 aeroplai iel2 50 68 sky 12 -8 4 V +
igboat 15 boat 25 45 70 water 25 -7 18 V +
* although Popa >  Popp  in this case, the population Pop^ of the cluster corresponding 
to the third most frequently appearing object was found to be the highest, which is why we
consider this case as a failure
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T ab le 2.5: Comparing with existing methods in object detection. The reported scores 
are the classification rates (i.e. number of correctly classified cases divided by the total 
number of correct cases) per object for each method.
I
1m 1 A 1 1 w ! 1 1 6 &(5 1 1 5 1 1 1 6 gQ m 1 I
P rop . Fram ew ork 87 9 65 45 45 14 29 53 56 12 75 88 27 30 25 50 44 59 71 29 41 45
P L S A -M R F /I  [41] 45 64 7 1 75 7 4 8 6 81 47 1 7 3 55 88 6 6 6 3 18 8 0 27 26 5 5 8 50
P r o p .F r a m ./M -F /W 8 3 7 2 69 9 1 70 1 8 7 5 3 3 3 12 8 7 1 0 0 4 7 7 9 53 4 7 55 3 3 6 7 11 61 5 7
T ex to n b o o st [12] 62 9 8 8 6 58 50 8 3 6 0 5 3 7 4 6 3 75 63 35 19 9 2 15 8 6 54 19 6 2 7 58
P r o p .F r a m ./M -F /S 6 3 67 76 7 3 7 0 51 27 47 67 17 9 4 1 0 0  5 3 4 7 59 4 7 68 9 2 7 3 59 5£ 6 2
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Figure 2.10: Performance of every model generated in each iteration on the validation 
and test set for (a) Grass (b) Road and (c) Sky.
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3. USING TAGGED IMAGES OF LOW VISUAL AMBIGUITY TO
BOOST THE LEARNING EFFICIENCY OF OBJECT DETECTORS
3.1 Introduction
An important factor that affects the quality of supervised classifiers is the size of the 
training set. Aiming to improve the performance of the classifiers, the bootstrapping 
technique was designed to augment the training set with additional training samples [3]. 
However, within a typical bootstrapping process, the algorithm searches for the targeted 
true positive samples in a large pool of unlabelled data, the majority of which constitute 
the undesired negative examples. This precludes accurate selection of true positive 
regions, in the case of region level object detection, as the search space is noisy and 
dense. In order to thin out the search space of the algorithm, multi-modal selection 
strategies have been proposed by replacing the pool of unlabelled examples with user 
tagged images and using these tags to refine the pool of candidates into a set of images 
that are more probable to contain the targeted object [43; 44]. Following the same idea, 
in this work, we present a multi-modal region selection strategy that opts to refine the 
search space not only by utilizing textual information for selecting the images that are 
more likely to depict the targeted object, but also by modelling visual ambiguity in 
order to disregard the ambiguous content.
Towards devising a gauging mechanism that could filter out the ambiguous samples, 
the main contribution of this work is to define, model and utilize visual ambiguity, 
which arises when two semantically different objects share similar visual stimuli under 
the employed representation system. In the proposed approach, visual ambiguity is 
modelled through a measure of image trustworthiness, which indicates how much the 
initial object detection model is trusted to find the targeted regions within the examined 
image. More specifically, for every concept, a set of regions is selected to enhance the 
initial training set based on three parameters; a) the visual similarity of the region with 
the examined concept as measured by the initial object detection model, b) the textual 
similarity of the image tags with the examined concept indicating the possibility of 
its existence in the image and, c) the trustworthiness of the image the region belongs 
to, as defined by the ambiguity characterizing its content. In this way, the pool of 
candidates is limited to the most prominent images that will allow the bootstrapping 
algorithm to select accurately true positive examples. Parts of this work were published 
as conference papers [45; 46].
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3.2 R elated work
In the area of object detection, datasets of manually annotated image regions have been 
widely used [1],[12]. The authors of [1] present a new benchmark for evaluating pixel- 
based or region-based methods, which consists of 20000 images manually annotated 
at pixel level. They also apply and evaluate a variety of known machine learning 
algorithms (e.g. Support Vector Machines, naive bayes classifier, random forests, etc). 
In [12] semantic segmentation is achieved by learning the conditional distribution of the 
class labels given an image, using a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model. However, 
given that manual annotation of image regions is a time consuming task, approaches 
that operate on weak annotations (i.e. global image level annotations) were proposed. 
In this case, the image level keywords are associated with the image regions by either 
relying on aspect models like probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [11] or by 
incorporating multiple instance learning [47]. The authors of [41] propose a method 
that combines aspect models (pLSA) with spatial models (Markov Random Fields) with 
the aim of labelling image regions. In [48], based also on weak annotations, the authors 
present a unified probabilistic generative model capable of jointly learning objects, 
attributes and their associations, as well as their location and segmentation. Finally, 
considering that the performance of pattern recognition systems is highly influenced by 
the number of the training samples [49] and that manual annotation, even at a global 
level, is very expensive, the semi supervised approaches became the subject of intense 
research efforts [50].
In an attem pt to minimize the labelling effort, approaches that rely on active learn­
ing (i.e. selectively sampling and annotating examples based on their informativeness as 
they are expected to improve the model performance) have recently been presented [51], 
[43]. The authors of [51] introduce the concept of live learning and propose to replace 
the human oracle in the typical active learning method with a crowdsourcing service 
like the MTurk to provide annotations for the selected informative samples. On the 
other hand, social networks and user contributed content are leading the recent research 
efforts, mainly because of their ability to offer more information than the mere image 
visual content, coupled with their potential to cope with almost unlimited growth. In 
this direction, the authors of [43] propose a solution for actively sampling the most mis- 
classified user tagged images to enrich the negative training set of a concept classifier.
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The authors claim that the tags of such images can reliably determine if an image does 
not include a concept, thus making social sites a reliable pool of negative examples. 
However, active learning without an expert oracle is feasible in these cases because they 
either rely on non-expert, but still manual annotations (MTurk), or are applied to im­
age level classifiers, which removes the additional factor of localization (i.e. finding the 
exact location of the object within the image). On the contrary, the proposed approach 
utilizes user tagged images which are provided at no cost and operates on segmented 
regions instead of global images.
Towards fully unsupervised object detection exploiting user tagged images, the au­
thors of [52] propose a multiple instance learning algorithm that operates on one million 
flickr images. They incorporate the various ambiguities between classes by constructing 
an object correlation network that models the inter-object visual similarities and the 
co-occurrences of the classes. Visual ambiguity is also considered in [53], where soft 
assignment of visual words is proposed by considering the visual word uncertainty (i.e. 
an image feature may have more than one candidates in the visual word vocabulary) 
and the visual word plausibility (i.e. when there is no suitable visual word for the image 
feature).
The proposed approach is essentially a method for object detection that operates 
on user tagged images and uses the associated textual information to optimize the 
selection of training samples in a modified version of self-training. In contrast to active 
learning, where the goal is to select the most informative samples so as to minimize 
the required human effort for annotation, the goal of the proposed approach is to be 
completely discharged from the laborious task of manual annotation. In order to do 
this, the human annotator is replaced by an automatic region selection strategy that 
exploits the textual information carried by the images in social networks. Moreover, 
we opt to enhance the training set with positive samples, instead of negative as in [43], 
allowing for a higher performance boost of the final classifiers. For the same reason, a 
semi-supervised learning algorithm was chosen instead of the multiple instance learning 
algorithm that is utilized in [52]. Additionally, the visual ambiguity between regions is 
also defined and modelled. This measure, unlike other works, is exploited directly in 
the classification scheme for discarding the misleading images that contain ambiguous 
concepts, as in these cases selecting the targeted region would be rather difficult.
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3.3 Approach
The proposed approach for extracting training samples from unambiguous user tagged 
images is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Given a concept an initial classifier is trained on a set 
of regions that are labelled with this concept and additional regions representing this 
concept are chosen from a pool of user tagged images harvested from the web. In these 
images, there is no knowledge of the real objects depicted, or of their exact location 
within the image. To overcome this obstacle, the following process takes place. The 
user tagged images are automatically segmented into regions that roughly correspond 
to semantic objects and visual features are extracted to represent each region. SVMs 
are utilized to train initial classifiers using the visual features that were extracted 
by the labelled regions. Applying these classifiers to the unlabelled regions provides 
the visual scores. Next, the textual scores are extracted by the textual information 
that accompanies the user tagged images. Finally, visual ambiguity is modelled and 
transformed into image trustworthiness scores, which practically indicate how much 
a classifier is trusted to classify the regions that have been extracted from a specific 
image. In this way, regions are selected so that they represent the concept % while 
at the same time, the ambiguous content is identified and discarded. This luxury is 
provided by the exuberant amount of the available user contributed content.
3 .3 .1  S eg m en ta tio n  and  fea tu re  e x tr a c tio n
Segmentation is applied to all images used by this framework aiming to extract spatial 
masks of visually meaningful regions. Afterwards, visual features were extracted rep­
resenting the detected visual regions. In this work we used the same segmentation and 
feature extraction pipeline as in Sections 2.4.2.2 and 2.4.2.3, with the only difference 
that in this case we used 500 visual words resulting in a 500-dimensional feature vector 
for each region.
3 .3 .2  V isu a l and  T ex tu a l S cores E stim a tio n
For every concept c^, an object detection model {SVMc^) is trained using as positive 
examples the regions that are labelled with c& while the rest are used as negative 
examples (One Versus All /  OVA approach). For each region extracted from the user 
tagged images, we use the corresponding feature vector in order to estimate its similarity
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to a given concept. A score for every unlabelled region is extracted using the SVMc^. 
classifier. This score is based on the distance of the feature vector that represents this 
region from the margin of the SVMcy. model [54]. The higher the outcome of the model 
for a specific region the higher the possibility that this region is depicting the concept 
Ck- We will refer to this score as visual score, VSci,{r^), of region of image I  with 
respect to the model SYM ^^ from now on.
In addition, user tagged images contain textual information which can guide the 
training sample selection process. Although these tags describe the images globally and 
do not provide any information for the location of the objects within an image, they 
can still be used as an additional criterion besides the visual score of the region. For 
example, if a region with high visual score for the concept grass belongs to an image 
which is not tagged with the literal grass  ^ the region can be disregarded. However, in 
order to exploit this textual information, we need to overcome the well known problems 
of social tagging systems (i.e., lack of structure, ambiguity, redundancy, emotional 
tagging, etc). To this end we use three approaches in order to measure the semantic 
relatedness between the image tags and the concepts’ lexical description. Firstly, an 
adapted version of the Google Similarity Distance [55] was used. The original Google
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Similarity Distance between words x  and y  is given by the following expression:
CD  =  max{log/(a;), log/(?/)} -  log /(æ ;2/) .
logiV -  min{log/(rc), log/(î/)}
where f {x)  denotes the number of pages containing x  and f {x \ y )  denotes the number 
of pages containing both x  and %/, as reported by Google. A  is a normalization factor 
that is typically equal to the maximum possible value of the function f {x) .  In our 
case, where the objective is to measure the distance between image tags, the Google 
Similarity Distance was modified in order to rely on the co-occurrence of two tags in 
the space of social networks, rather than the co-occurrence of two words in the general 
space of web documents. From now on we will refer to it as Google-Flickr Distance 
(GFD). Finally, all extracted distances were normalized to the [0,1] range and the 
similarity between two tags was calculated to be 1 — norm{GFD).
Alternatively, the widely known lexical database WordNet [56], was used in order to 
measure the semantic relatedness between image tags and concepts. More specifically, 
we employ the vector similarity metric [57] that combines the benefits of using the strict 
definitions of WordNet along with the knowledge of the concepts’ co-occurrence which 
is derived from a large data corpus. Finally, an extra manual step is taken towards 
disambiguating the textual information. More specifically, when judging the relatedness 
score between two words, WordNet considers all different “meanings” for each word and 
outputs the maximum score among all possible combinations. This is an undesirable 
behaviour especially in cases where the examined words, apart from their “meaning” 
intended during the manual annotation process, happened to have other “meanings” 
that caused a severe misinterpretation of their semantic relatedness. For example, the 
word “palm” has five different meanings in the WordNet database. The first meaning 
of the word is the inner surface of the hand from the wrist to the base of the fingers 
while another one refers to any plant o f the family Palmae having an unbranched trunk 
crowned by large pinnate or palmate leaves. In order to tackle this problem, while 
querying WordNet about the similarity between a concept and a tag, we manually 
select the intended meaning of the concept resulting in more accurate similarities. In 
this example, if we intended to search for palm trees we would select manually the 
second of the two aforementioned meanings of that word. Eventually, the use of any of 
these three approaches (i.e. GFD, WordNet and disambiguated WordNet) results in a
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textual similarity score between an image tag tagj and a concept T S im {tag j, Ck).
For every concept, its maximum similarity with the tags of the image I  is chosen to 
gauge the possibility that the concept exists in the specific image:
=meix{TSim{tagj ,Ck)}  (3.2)
Here, is a number in the [0,1] range and indicates the possibility that the concept 
Ck is present in the image I.
3 .3 .3  V isu a l A m b ig u ity  and  Im age T ru stw orth in ess
In order to model the visual ambiguity that arises between visually similar concepts the 
visual ambiguity scores are introduced and are estimated using the following process. 
For a concept c&, given its model SVMc^, the visual scores of all the regions that have 
been used to train this model, are determined. In the ideal case the visual scores of 
all the regions depicting Ck should be much higher than the visual scores of all other 
regions. When regions that do not depict c& are associated with high visual scores by 
SVM c^, the discriminative ability of SVMc^ is low. This is considered as the visual 
ambiguity between Cfc and the concept ci,l ^  k, which is the actual concept depicted 
by the examined region. The visual ambiguity of Ck and ci is selected to be the average 
of the visual scores that the regions belonging to the ci class received:
where = are the regions that depict c/. The visual ambiguity between two
concepts Ck and c/ is high when the model that is trained to detect Ck produces high 
confidence scores for the regions, which practically means that our system tends to 
confuse the visual information that depicts Ck with the visual information that depicts 
Cl. For example, the visual ambiguity scores of the closely related couples of concepts 
grass-plant (0.824) and grass-bush (0,874) are higher than the visual ambiguity score 
of the couple grass-fence (0,638).
The visual ambiguity scores indicate how much a specific classifier is trusted to dis­
tinguish between two concepts when asked to classify a region. Having this knowledge 
for every couple of concepts, it could be applied on every image separately if the existent 
objects in the image were known. This information might not be available explicitly.
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but an indication about the existence of an object within an image is provided by the 
textual score of the image. If the textual score of a concept in the image is above a 
threshold th, we consider that the concept is present in the image. After this textual 
pre-processing step, for every loosely tagged image I  we have the 1 x Ac binary matrix 
indicating the existence or not of each concept:
T îh =
r f l
t h , C 2
th,Ck
ti
(3.4)
— —
1
0 if tg. <  th
The trustworthiness of the classifier S V to classify the regions of an image I , is 
defined to be the complement of the visual ambiguity of a specific image I  with
respect to a concept c&, which is calculated as the maximum visual ambiguity of the 
SVMcf, classifier with respect to the concepts that exist in image / ,  indicated by the 
textual scores
T ru s tl  =  1 -  max(T4(c() » VA(ck,ci)) (3.5)
The trustworthiness score of an image I  with respect to Ck gauges how much the 
classifier SVMc^ can be trusted to classify the regions of the image I  and depends 
on the existence of ambiguous concepts (i.e. c/) in the image I. In the previous 
example for the concept grass., the classifier is trusted more to detect the grass regions 
within images that contain fence, than within images that contain hush (i.e. because 
V  A(grass, fence) = 0.638 < V  A(gr ass, bush) = 0.874).
3 .3 .4  R e g io n  re le v a n c e  a n d  s e le c tio n  o f  t r a in in g  s a m p le s
In order to combine the three aforementioned independent scores into a single region 
relevance score, the geometric mean is chosen over the more typical arithmetic mean 
due to its robustness when multiplying quantities with different normalizations.
RRckirln) =  yRcki^ln) *  tik * (3.6)
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The regions of the user tagged images are ranked according to their region relevance 
score, and finally the top N  regions with the highest relevance scores are selected to 
enhance the initial training set.
3.4 Experim ental results
The objective of the experimental setup is to show the benefits of modelling visual 
ambiguity and applying this knowledge in the training sample selection process during 
self training. To accomplish that, three configurations based on the calculation of the 
R R  function (eq. 3.6) have been examined.
1. In the first case, R R  is calculated using only the visual scores (V), which corre­
sponds to a typical self training approach.
R R c ,{r l)  = V S , ,{ r l )  (3.7)
2. In the second case, RR is the geometric mean of the visual and textual scores 
(VT).
m , ( r i , )  =  V S c , ( r i ) * t i  (3.8)
3. In the third case, the proposed approach is evaluated (VTA).
^  (y'm) * (3 9)
The first and the second cases are essentially used as baselines for measuring the im­
provement introduced by the incorporation of textual and ambiguity information, re­
spectively.
3 .4 .1  D a ta se ts
The datasets that were used in our experimental study are shown in table 3.1. The 
MIRFLICKR-IM dataset [58] consists of one million user tagged images harvested 
from flickr. The images of MIRFLICKR-IM were tagged with 862115 distinct tags of 
which 46937 were meaningful (included in WordNet). After the textual preprocessing, 
131302 images had no meaningful tag, 825365 images were described with one to 16 
meaningful tags and 43333 images had more than 16 meaningful tags. The distribution
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Name Source Size Annotation
Type
Usage
MIRFLIGKR-
IM
flickr 1 mil­
lion
Loose Tags 100% training images
SAIAPR TC-12 imageCLEF
2006
20000 Manual region- 
level annota­
tions
70-10-20% training- 
testing-validation 
images
Table 3.1: Datasets
of the number of images with respect to how many meaningful tags they have can be 
seen in Fig. 3.2. This dataset constitutes the pool of user tagged images, from where 
the training regions were selected to enhance the manually trained models. The second 
dataset, the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset [1], consists of 20000 images labelled at region 
detail and was split into 3 parts (70% train, 10% validation and 20% test). To acquire 
comparable measures over the experiments, the images of the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset 
were segmented and the ground tru th  label of each segment was taken to be the label 
of the hand-labelled region that overlapped with the segment by more than the 2/3 
of the segment’s area. The concepts that had less than 15 instances were removed to 
ensure statistical safety. The mean average precision (mAP) served as the metric for 
evaluating the proposed approach.
3 .4 .2  E v a lu a tion  o f  d ifferent te x tu a l s im ila r ity  e s tim a tio n  ap p roach es
In order to investigate the impact of textual analysis in the process of optimizing the 
region selection process, we have comparatively evaluated the performance of the three 
methods that were described in Section 3.3.2 for calculating the textual scores. To 
this end, the textual based region selection approach V T  was applied three times, 
each one using a different textual similarity estimation method. The results for each 
concept are shown in Fig. 3.2. The first bar shows the results using WordNet, the 
second using the manual disambiguation process with WordNet and finally the third 
bar using the Google-Flickr Distance. In general we can see that for the majority 
of concepts all three methods perform equivalently, with WordNet and disambiguated 
WordNet performing slightly higher than Google-Flickr Distance. This was expected 
since the Google-Flickr Distance is based solely on the words’ co-occurrences while
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#ofmean(ngfull lags
F igu re  3.2: Distribution of images according to the number of meaningful tags they have
WordNet includes the information that is provided by the WordNet lexical database. 
However, the benefit of the Google-Flickr Distance is that it is fully automatic and can 
be estimated for any word as long as it exists in flickr, while on the other hand, WordNet 
limits the concepts and tags to the words included in its lexical database. Finally, by 
looking more closely to the results obtained using WordNet and its disambiguated 
version, it is interesting to note that the performance of some ambiguous concepts like 
palm and branch was boosted by the use of this extra disambiguation step. Based 
on the above, it is evident that the quality of textual scores largely depends on the 
nature of the considered concept (e.g. ambiguous concepts, concepts with overlapping 
WordNet glosses, concepts that can be better explained through their co-occurrence 
than their meaning) and different methods can be used to cover all existing cases. In 
the following, the WordNet based approach was chosen since it performed favourably 
compared to the Google-Flickr Distance and it does not require any human supervision 
like its disambiguated version.
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F igu re 3.2: Performance of the three examined textual similarity estimation approaches.
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3 .4 .3  S am p le  S e lec tio n  P erform an ce
The objective of this experiment is to show the impact of employing visual ambiguity 
in the form of image trustworthiness scores to the ranking of the regions. In order 
to be able to evaluate the selection process directly, the user tagged images should be 
annotated at region level. For this reason, the training set of the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset 
(14k images) was used by loosening the region labels to image tags-keywords (i.e. if 
the regions r l ,  r2 and r3 belonging to an image I  are annotated as sky, sea and sand 
respectively, then we consider that the tags for image I  are also sky, sea and sand). The 
initial models were trained using the validation set (2k images) and were applied to the 
regions of the training set of SAIAPR TC-12. In Fig. 3.3, the distribution of the region 
relevance scores, calculated as explained for each configuration (i.e. V , V T  and V TA ), 
is shown for the concept grass. The black solid line is the distribution of the positive 
examples, i.e. the targeted regions which we opt to select, and the red dashed line 
is the distribution of the negative examples. It is obvious, that without the auxiliary 
information the classifier performs poorly (Fig. 3.3(a)), since the two distributions 
overlap significantly. Moreover, we can see that the textual information has eliminated 
a large number of non-relevant regions (Fig. 3.3(b)), which was expected since in this 
case the tags are accurate. Finally the impact of visual ambiguity is clearly shown 
in Fig. 3.3(c), where part of the black distribution, i.e. true positives, now stands 
out receiving much higher region relevance scores compared to the rest. This effect 
would be ideal in the case of user tagged images since it makes the selection of the top 
N  regions more accurate. Additionally, the mAP over all concepts is measured and 
written in the caption. The numerical results validate the aforementioned conclusions 
as well.
3 .4 .4  R etra in ed  M o d e ls  P erform an ce
In this experiment the performance of the initial classifiers, which were trained using the 
manually labelled regions, is compared to the performance of the enhanced classifiers 
(i.e. the ones trained by the combination of the labelled and the selected regions). 
The initial classifiers were enriched by the top Ik  regions as they were ranked based 
on the configurations V, V T  and V TA . The validation set of the SAIAPR TC-12 
dataset (2k images) is used for training the initial models and the test set (4k images)
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F igu re  3.3: The distribution of the R R  scores (Eq. 3.6) based on the configuration a) V, 
b) VT and c) VTA.
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is used to evaluate the performance of all generated models. The mAP of the initial 
models is 5.9%, while adding regions ranked based on the V  configuration degraded the 
models to 4.9% mAP. Using the V T  and V T A  configurations, the enhanced models 
increased their performance to 6 and 6.3% respectively. These results comply with 
the conclusions reached previously, showing the positive impact of ambiguity to the 
sample selection process. Examining each concept independently, shown in Fig. 3.3, 
the configuration incorporating visual ambiguity exhibits the highest performance in 
26 out of the 62 examined concepts, compared to 19 for the V T  configuration, 3 for 
the V  configuration and 14 for the configuration based on the initial classifiers.
The proposed approach manages to increase the mAP score of the initial classifier 
performance by 0.4% units. The first bar (black) is the performance of the initial 
classifiers, second bar (red) is the performance of the enhanced classifiers with the 
regions that were selected by the baseline configuration V  using eq. 3.7. For the third 
bar (yellow) visual and textual scores contributed to the region relevance scores (V T 
configuration using eq. 3.8) while for the fourth bar (white) all the scores were used 
(VTA configuration using eq. 3.9). By examining this figure, we can see that the 
configuration incorporating visual ambiguity V T A  exhibits the highest performance in 
26 out of the 62 examined concepts, compared to 19 for the V T  configuration, 3 for 
the V  configuration and 14 for the configuration based on the initial classifiers.
In an attem pt not only to evaluate the efficiency of the developed models but to 
get an insight of which regions were selected we perform the following. We visually 
examine some of the regions ranked amongst the top N  places. The examples are 
shown in figures 3.4(a), (b) and (c) of the regions selected based on eq. 3.7, 3.8 and 
3.9 respectively. It is obvious that in the V  case, where only the visual scores were 
used, the performance of the initial model is very poor and the selected regions are 
very noisy (Fig. 3.4(a)). Adding the textual information allows us to select a number 
of grass regions and the addition of visual ambiguity increases greatly the quality of 
the selected regions. Note that in the experiment of Section 3.4.3, this specific model 
of the concept grass was ranking the new unlabelled samples with a success rate of 
17.14% in terms of average precision (AP) while when adding the textual information 
the performance rose to 72.63% and finally to 76.07% when incorporating the visual 
ambiguity as well.
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F igu re  3.3: Performance of the initial and the enhanced classifiers using the V , V T  and 
V T A  configurations.
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F igu re  3.4: Indicative regions for the concept grass selected using the configurations (a)
V , (b) V T  and (c) V T A . A blue bounding box indicates a false positive result.
3 .4 .5  C om paring  w ith  ex is t in g  m eth o d s
In order to compare the proposed approach with existing methods the results of [1] 
were used. The authors introduce the SAIAPR TC-12 dataset and evaluate seven 
different classification schemes. More specifically, they compare the performance of a 
basic linear classification model called Zarbi [59], the kernel variants of logistic and ridge 
regression [60] called klogistic [59] and kridge [61] and the popular Naive Bayes [62], 
Neural Networks [63] and Random Forests [64] classifiers. In all cases, the manually 
labelled regions of the training set were used to train the classifiers following the OVA 
approach. Every test region was classified by all the classifiers and their outputs were 
merged by selecting the prediction of the classifier with the highest confidence. In order 
to compare our approach with the various classification schemes, the same merging 
procedure was applied. The classification accuracy served as the evaluation measure. 
Table 3.2 shows the results. We can see that the performance of the proposed approach 
is higher in three of the seven examined cases, i.e. when using Zarbi, Naive Bayes and 
SVM classifiers. However, given that our purpose is not to evaluate the performance of 
different classification schemes but to assess the improvement introduced by optimizing
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Classifier Classification Accuracy
Zarbi [59] 6.4
Naive Bayes [62] 14.8
Klogistic [59] 35
Neural Net [63] 22.9
SVM [65] 6.2
Kridge [60; 61] 30.3
Random Forest [64] 3&8
Proposed Approach 20.6
T ab le 3.2: Comparing Performance of the proposed approach with [1]
the sample selection process, the only value that can be considered directly comparable 
with our case is the one obtained using the SVM classification scheme. For this case, 
it is evident that the proposed approach outperforms significantly the SVM classifier 
that was evaluated in [1].
3.5 D iscussion of the results
In this work we have presented a means to quantify and utilize the visual ambiguity that 
characterizes the image content, with a view to boost the efficiency of object detection 
classifiers. More specifically, we have relied on the self-training paradigm to validate the 
merit of using visual ambiguity for the optimization of the sample selection process. Our 
experimental results have shown that by using the proposed approach to cope with the 
existing ambiguities, the improvement in performance is higher than the one achieved 
using a typical self-training approach, where the sample selection process is based solely 
on the visual information of the initial models. Moreover, although we have seen the 
performance of the employed visual analysis scheme to perform satisfactorily in limited 
size datasets, the situation was rather different when the size of the employed dataset 
reached the order of one million images. According to our experimental observations 
(Section 3.4.3), the level of noise that is hidden in this vast amount of content made the 
selection of the relevant samples sometimes impossible, especially when the employed 
models worked without any constraint. This was in fact an additional argument in 
favour of the proposed approach, since it can be used to reduce the level of noise and
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help the distinction between noisy and relevant samples.
An interesting observation that came out of our experimental study relates to the 
use of WordNet and the fact that this similarity metric does not take into account the 
context of the words to disambiguate their meaning. For example, the words palm and 
tree would always yield a very high similarity score regardless if the intended meaning 
for palm was the tree or the hand. In these cases our approach was heavily misled, 
making impossible the extraction of a reliable score for image trustworthiness. In the 
work presented in the next chapter, the WordNet based textual analysis is replaced with 
the popular bag of textual words, which also takes into account the context of each 
tag in order to measure the semantic relatedness. Another observation concerns the 
impact of adding more data to the training set; although using auxiliary information 
improved significantly the accuracy of the selected samples, this was not reflected on 
the performance of the retrained models to a similar degree. This can be attributed to 
the fact that the informativeness of the selected samples was not taken into account. 
For this reason, in the next chapter we examine how the known principles of active 
learning apply in the context of user tagged images.
Chapter 4
Active learning in social context
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4.1 Introduction
In the typical version of active learning, the pool of candidates usually consists of 
unlabelled examples that are annotated upon request by an errorfree oracle. This re­
quirement, which implies the involvement of a human annotator, renders active learning 
impractical in cases where the initial set needs to be enhanced with a significantly high 
number of additional samples while, at the same time, limiting the scalability of this 
approach. On the other hand, the widespread use of Web 2.0 has made available large 
amounts of user tagged images that can be obtained at almost no cost and offer more 
information than their mere visual content. Our goal in this work is to examine ac­
tive learning in a rather different context from what has been considered so far. More 
specifically, if we could leverage these tags to become indicators of the images actual 
content, we could potentially remove the need for a human annotator and automate 
the whole process. This, however, adds a new parameter, the oracle’s confidence about 
the actual image content, that should also be considered when actively selecting new 
samples. Additionally, even though in our case there is no annotation effort, adding 
informative instead of random samples is still important to minimize the complexity 
of the classification models (i.e. achieve the same robustness with significantly fewer 
images).
The novelty of this work, in contrast to what has been considered so far in active 
learning, is to propose a sample selection strategy that maximizes not only the infor­
mativeness of the selected samples but also the oracle confidence about their actual 
content. Towards this goal, we quantify the sample informativeness by measuring their 
distance from the separating hyperplane of the visual model, while the oracle’s con­
fidence is measured based on the prediction of a textual classifier trained on a set of 
descriptors extracted using a typical bag of words approach [66]. Joint maximization 
is then accomplished by ranking the samples based on the probability to select a sam­
ple given the two aforementioned quantities (see Fig. 4.1). This probability indicates 
the benefit that our system is expected to have if the examined sample is selected 
to enhance the initial model. The work presented in this chapter was published as a 
conference paper [44].
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4.2 R elated Work
T h e exam ined con text o f th is work com bines three topics; active learning, m ultim edia  
dom ain and noisy  data. D uring the past decade there have been  m any works exploring  
a subset o f these topics, e.g. active learning in th e m ultim edia  dom ain  [67; 68] or active  
learning w ith  noisy  d ata  [69; 70; 71] or even non-active learning from  noisy  d ata  in  th e  
m ultim edia dom ain [46; 72; 73; 74; 75; 76; 77]. However, on ly recently  th e scientific  
com m unity started  to  investigate th e im plications o f su b stitu tin g  th e hum an oracle  
w ith  a less exp en sive and less reliable source o f an notations in th e  m ultim edia  dom ain. 
T here has b een  on ly  a few attem p ts to  com bine active learning w ith  user contributed  
im ages and m ost o f th em  rely on either a hum an annotator or on the use o f active  
crowdsourcing (i.e. a service like the M Turk) and not on passive crow dsourcing (i.e. 
th e user provided tags that are typ ica lly  found in social networks like flickr). In th is  
direction, the authors of [78] propose to  use flickr n otes in th e typ ical active learning  
framework w ith  th e purpose of obtain ing a train ing d ataset for ob ject localization . In  
a sim ilar endeavour, the authors of [51] in troduce the concept o f live learning  w here  
th ey  attem p t to  com bine active learning w ith  crowdsourced labelling. M ore specifically.
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rather than filling the pool of candidates with some canned dataset, the system itself 
gathers possibly relevant images via keyword search on flickr. Then, it repeatedly 
surveys the data to identify the samples that are most uncertain according to the 
current model, and generates tasks on MTurk to get the corresponding annotations.
On the other hand, social networks and user contributed content are leading most of 
the recent research efforts, mainly because of their ability to offer more information than 
the mere image visual content, coupled with the potential to grow almost unlimitedly. 
In this direction, the authors of [43] propose a solution for sampling user-tagged images 
to enrich the negative training set of an object classifier. The presented approach is 
based on the assumption that the tags of such images can reliably determine if an image 
does not include a concept, thus making social sites a reliable pool of negative examples. 
The selected negative samples are further sampled by a two stage sampling strategy. 
First, a subset is randomly selected and then, the initial classifier is applied on the 
remaining negative samples. The examples that are most misclassified are considered 
as the most informative negatives and are finally selected to boost the classifier.
Our aim in this work is to investigate the extent to which the user tagged images 
that are found in social networks can be used as a reliable substitute of the human 
oracle in the context of active learning. Given that the oracle is not expected to reply 
with 100% correctness to the queries submitted by the selective sampling mechanism, 
we expect to face a number of implications that will question the effectiveness of active 
learning in noisy context. In this respect our work differs from the large body of 
methods found in the literature that invariably exhibit undue sensitivity to label noise. 
In most of the works that do not use an expert as the oracle, MTurk is used instead 
to annotate the datasets. However, although active crowdsourcing services like MTurk 
are closer to expert’s annotation [7] with respect to noise, they cannot be considered 
fully automated. In this work we rely on data originating from passive crowdsourcing 
(flickr images and tags) that although noisier, can be used to support a fully automatic 
active learning framework. The work presented in [43] is examined in the same context 
as this work (i.e. active learning in the multimedia domain using data from passive 
crowdsourcing). However, [43] focuses on enriching the negative training set, whereas 
our work focuses on enriching the positive training set that is more complex, since 
negative training samples are generally easier to harvest. Moreover, most of the existing
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datasets already contain a large number of negative examples but lack positives, which 
renders a positive sample selection strategy more applicable to a real world scenario.
4.3 Selective sam pling in social context
Let us consider a typical case where, given a concept c&, a base classifier is trained on the 
initial set of labelled images using SVMs. We follow the popular rationale of SYM-based 
active learning methods ([79], [80], [81]), which quantify the informativeness of a sample 
based on its distance from the separating hyperplane of the visual model (Section 4.3.1). 
In the typical active learning paradigm, a human oracle is employed to decide which 
of the selected informative samples are positive or negative. However, in the proposed 
scheme the human oracle is replaced with user contributed tags. Thus, in order to 
decide about a sample’s actual label we utilize a typical bag-of-words classification 
scheme based on the image tags and the linguistic description of %. The outcome 
of this process is a confidence score for each image-concept pair (i.e. the oracle’s 
confidence) which we consider as a strong indicator of the presence or not of % in 
the image content (Section 4.3.2). Finally, the candidate samples are ranked based on 
the probability of selecting a new image given the two aforementioned quantities. The 
samples with the highest probability are considered the ones that jointly maximize the 
samples’ informativeness and oracle’s confidence, and are selected to enhance the initial 
training set.
4 .3 .1  M e a s u r in g  in fo rm a tiv e n e s s
As already mentioned, the informativeness of an image is measured using the distance 
of its visual representation from the hyperplane of the visual model. For the visual 
representation of the images, we have used the approach that was shown to perform 
best in [82]. More specifically gray SIFT features were extracted at densely selected 
key-points at four scales, using the vl-feat library [83]. Principal component analysis 
was applied on the SIFT features, decreasing their dimensionality from 128 to 80. The 
parameters of a Gaussian mixture model with K  = 256 components were learned by 
expectation maximization from a set of descriptors, which were randomly selected from 
the entire set of descriptors extracted by an independent set of images. The descriptors 
were encoded in a single feature vector using the Fisher vector encoding [84]. Moreover,
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each image was divided in 1 x 1 , 3 x 1 , 2 x 2  regions, resulting in 8 total regions. A 
feature vector was extracted for each region by the Fisher vector encoding and the 
feature vector of the whole image (1x1) was calculated using sum pooling [82]. Finally 
the feature vectors of all 8 regions were 12 normalized and concatenated to a single 
327680 — dimensional feature vector, which was again power and Z2 normalized.
For every concept %, a linear SVM classifier {wk, 6&), where Wk is the normal vector 
to the hyperplane and bk the bias term, was trained using the labelled training set. The 
images labelled with Ck were chosen as positive examples while all the rest were used 
as negative examples (One Versus All /  OVA approach). For each candidate image 
l i  represented by a feature vector X{,  the distance from the hyperplane V { I i , C k )  is 
extracted by applying the SVM classifier:
V{Ii, Ck) = W k X x f  + bk (4.1)
Using Eq. 4.1 we obtain the prediction scores, which indicate the certainty of the SVM 
model that the image depicts the concept c&. In the typical self-training paradigm [3], 
this certainty score is used to rank the samples in the pool of candidates and the samples 
with the highest certainty scores are chosen to enhance the models. However, as claimed 
and proven by the active learning theory [69], [79] these samples do not provide more 
information to the classifiers in order to alter significantly the classification boundaries.
Alternatively, as suggested by the active learning theory [69], the samples for which 
the initial classifier is more uncertain are more likely to increase the classifier’s perfor­
mance if selected. In the case of an SVM classifier, the margin around the hyperplane 
forms an uncertainty area and the samples that are closer to the hyperplane are consid­
ered to be the most informative ones (Fig. 4.2) [79]. Based on the above, the samples 
that we want to select (i.e. the most informative) are the ones with the minimum 
distance to the hyperplane. Additionally, we only consider samples that lie in the mar­
gin area, since the rest of the samples are not expected to have any impact on the 
enhanced classifiers. We denote the probability to select an image given its distance 
to the hyperplane V{Ii,Ck) as P (5 |V ). Based on our previous observations, shown in 
Fig. 4.2, this probability can be formulated as a function of the sample’s distance to
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Figure 4.2: Informativeness
the hyperplane which can be seen in Fig. 4.3:
f  (S |y ) = i - | y |  if 0 < y  < 10 else (4 .2 )
4 .3 .2  M easu rin g  o ra c le ’s con fid en ce
In order to measure the oracle’s confidence about the existence of the concept Ck in 
each tagged image, a typical bag-of-words scheme is utilized [66]. The vocabulary is 
extracted from a large independent image dataset crawled from flickr. Initially the dis­
tinct tags of all the images are gathered. The tags that are not included in WordNet are 
removed and the remaining tags compose the vocabulary, consisting of 46937 distinct 
tags. Then, in order to represent each image with a vector, a histogram is calculated by 
assigning the value 1 at the bins of the image tags in the vocabulary. Finally, PC A was 
applied to the resulting histograms in order to reduce the dimensionality of the vector 
from 46937 to 7000 dimensions. The number of the reduced dimensions (i.e. 7000)
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F igu re  4.3: Probability of selecting a sample based on its distance to the hyperplane
was chosen so that 99.5% of the data variance was kept. This scheme was chosen in 
preference to the ones presented in Section 3.3.2 due to its ability to take into account 
the context of the tags.
Afterwards, for every concept a linear SVM model 6^^*) is trained using
the tag histograms as the feature vectors. In order to do this, a training set of images 
that contains both tags and ground tru th  information is utilized. The tags are required 
in order to calculate the feature vectors and the ground tru th  information to provide 
the class labels for training the model. In the testing procedure, for every tagged image 
li the feature vector fi is calculated as above and the SVM model is applied. This 
results in a value for each tagged image T(A, c&), which corresponds to the distance of 
fi  from the hyperplane:
T{Ii, Ck) = X f l  + b\ (4.3)
This distance indicates the oracle’s confidence that the examined image li depicts the 
concept Cfc.
We denote the probability to select an image A given the oracle’s confidence T(A, Ck) 
as P{S\T). In order to transform the oracle’s confidence T{Ii,Ck) (which corresponds 
to the distance of li to the SVM hyperplane) into a probability, we use a modification 
of P la tt’s algorithm [85] proposed by Lin et al. [86]. Thus, the probability P{S\T) can
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be formulated as a function of the oracle’s confidence using the sigmoid function as 
shown in Fig. 4.4:
P{S\T) =
exp{—A T —B)
l + e x p { - A T - B ) if AT +  5  >  0 
if AT +  T  < 0
(4.4)
l +e xp {AT +B)
The parameters A and B  are learned on the training set using cross validation.
4 .3 .3  Sam ple rank ing and se le c tio n
Our aim is to calculate the probability P {S  =  1|V, T), that an image is selected {S =  1) 
given the distance of the image to the hyperplane V  and the oracle’s confidence T. 
Considering that V  and T originate from different modalities (i.e. visual and textual 
respectively) we regard them as independent. Using the basic rules of probabilities 
(e.g. Bayesian rule) and based on our assumption that V and T are independent we 
can express the probability T(5'|y, T) as follows:
P ( S |  V ,T) = P ( V , T  I S)P(S)  
P (V ,T)
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_  P ( S | V ) ; ^ P ( S | T ) ; § P ( S )  ^
F (V ,T )
P ( S |  V ) P ( S | T ) P ( V ) P ( T )
P ( V ,T ) P ( S )
In order to calculate the probability P {S  = 1|V, T) and eliminate the probabilities 
P{V), P{T) and P{V ,T), we divide the probability of selecting an image by the prob­
ability of not selecting it.
p ( 5 = i i v T )  ,
P (S  = 01V, T) P(S=0\V)P(S=0\T)P(V)P(T) ^
 ^  ^ P{V,T)P{S=0)
P i s = i \ v , T )
P f ^ - O i v r )  PiS=^0\V)P(S=0\T)
 ^  ^ P{S=0)
Then we use the basic rule that the probability of an event complement equals 1 minus 
the probability of the event {P{S = 0|V,T) =  1 — P {S  = 1|V,T)).
p(s = i |v,T) _
1 -  P (S =  1 | V, T) ( 1 -P (S = 1 |V ) )(1 -P (S = 1 |T ) )
 ^  ^ 1 -P (S = 1 )
= (^s = i|r)P(s = i|T)
P {S  = 1 ) -  P {S  = 1)P{S = IjT) 
( l - f ( g  = l))
(4.5)
- P { S  = 1)P(S = 1\V) -h P {S  = 1 |V )P(5  =  1|T)
Thus, we only need to estimate three probabilities: P  (5 =  1), P  (S' =  1 j V) and P  {S = 1 \T) .  
The first one is set to 0.5 as the probability of selecting an image without any prior 
knowledge is the same as the probability of dismissing it. For the estimation of the 
other two probabilities, we use equations 4.2 and 4.4 (shown in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). Fi­
nally, the top N  images with the highest probability P (S  =  1|V,T) are selected to 
enhance the initial training set.
4.4 Experim ents
4 .4 .1  D a ta se ts  an d  im p lem en ta tio n  d eta ils
Two datasets were employed for the purpose of our experiments (Table 4.1). The 
imageCLEF dataset I C  [87] consists of 25000 labelled images and was split into two
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Notation Name Source Size Annotation
Type
Usage
IC imageCLEF flickr 25k Ground tru th  
& user tags
15k training and 
10k testing im­
ages
F MIRFLICKR-
IM
flickr 975k User tags Pool of candi­
dates
Table 4.1: Datasets
parts (15k train and 10k test images). The ground tru th  labels were gathered using 
Amazon’s crowdsourcing service MTurk. The dataset was annotated by a vocabulary 
of 94 concepts which belong to 19 general categories {age, celestial, combustion, fauna, 
flora, gender, lighting, quality, quantity, relation, scape, sentiment, setting, style, time 
of day, transport, view, water, weather). On average there are 934 positive images per 
concept, while the minimum and the maximum number of positive images for a single 
concept is 16 and 10335 respectively. In our experimental study the 15k training images 
were used to train the initial classifiers.
The MIRFLICKR-IM dataset F  [58] consists of one million user tagged images 
harvested from flickr. The images of F  were tagged with 862115 distinct tags of which 
46937 were meaningful (included in WordNet). After the textual preprocessing, i.e. 
removing the tags that were not included in WordNet, 131302 images had no meaningful 
tags, 825365 images were described by 1 to 16 meaningful tags and 43333 images had 
more than 16 meaningful tags. Given that the IC  dataset is a subset of F, the images 
that are included in both sets were removed from F. In our experiments, this dataset 
constitutes the pool of user tagged images, out of which the top N  = 500 images ranked 
by Eq. 4.5 are selected for each concept (i.e. 94 concepts * 500 images per concept =  
47k images total) to act as the positive examples enhancing the initial training set. 
Finally, mean average precision (mAP) served as the metric for measuring the models 
classification performance and evaluating the proposed approach.
4 .4 .2  E va lu ation  o f  th e  p rop osed  se le c tiv e  sam p lin g  approach
The objective of this section is to compare the proposed active sample selection strategy 
against various baselines. The first baseline is the initial models that were generated
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using only the ground tru th  images from the training set (15k images). Afterwards, the 
initial models are enhanced with positive samples from F  using the following sample 
selection strategies:
S e lf-tra in ing  [3] The images that maximize the certainty of the SVM model trained 
on visual information (i.e. maximize the visual distance to the hyperplane as 
measured by Eq. 4.1) are chosen.
T ex tu a l based  The images that maximize the oracle’s confidence are selected (Eq. 
4.4).
M ax  in fo rm a tive n e ss  The images that maximize the informativeness (i.e. are closer 
to the hyperplane) are chosen (Eq. 4.2).
N aïve oracle The images that maximize the informativeness (Eq. 4.2) and explic­
itly contain the concept of interest in their tag list are chosen (i.e. plain string 
matching is used).
P ro p o sed  ap p ro ach  The images that jointly maximize the sample’s informativeness 
and the oracle’s confidence are chosen (Eq. 4.5).
The average performance of the enhanced classifiers using the aforementioned sample 
selection strategies is shown in Table 4.2. In all cases, 500 samples were selected to 
enhance the training but the ranking function was different (i.e. Self-training, Textual 
based. Max informativeness, Naïve oracle and Proposed approach). We can see that 
in all cases the enhanced classifiers outperform the baseline. Moreover, the approaches 
relying on active learning yield a higher performance gain compared to the typical 
self-training approach, showing that the informativeness of the selected samples is 
a critical factor. The same conclusion is drawn when comparing the textual based 
approach to the proposed method, showing that informativeness is crucial to optimize 
the learning curve, i.e. achieve higher improvement when adding the same number of 
images. On the other hand, the fact that the proposed sample selection strategy and the 
string matching variation (i.e. naïve oracle) outperform significantly the visual-based 
variations verifies that the oracle’s confidence is a critical factor when applying active 
learning in social context, and unless we manage to consider this value jointly with
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informativeness, the selected samples are inappropriate for improving the performance 
of the initial classifiers.
Additionally, we note that the naïve oracle variation performs relatively well, which 
can be attributed to the high prediction accuracy achieved by string matching. Never­
theless, the recall of string matching is expected to be lower than the textual similarity 
algorithm used in the proposed approach (Section 4.3.2), since it does not account for 
synonyms, plural versions and the context of the tags. This explains the superiority 
of our method compared to the naïve oracle variation. In order to verify that the 
performance improvement of the proposed approach compared to the naïve oracle is 
statistically significant, we apply the Student’s t-test to the results, as it was proposed 
for significance testing in the information retrieval field [88]. The obtained p-value is 
2.58e-5, significantly smaller than 0.05, which is typically the limit for rejecting the 
null hypothesis (i.e. the results are obtained from the same distribution and thus the 
improvement is random), in favour of the alternative hypothesis (i.e. that the obtained 
improvement is statistically significant).
Table 4.2: Performance scores
M odel m A P  (%)
Baseline 28.06
Self-training 28.68
Textual based 2&89
Max informativeness 28^3
Naïve oracle 30
P ro p o sed  ap p ro ach 31.22
Moreover, a per concept comparison of the enhanced models generated by the two 
best performing approaches of Table 4.2 (i.e. the proposed approach and the naïve 
oracle variation) to the initial classifiers can be seen in the bar diagram shown in Fig. 
4.4. We can see that the proposed approach outperforms the naïve oracle in 70 concepts 
out of 94. It is also interesting to note that the naïve oracle outperforms the proposed 
approach mostly in concepts that depict objects such us amphibian-reptile, rodent, 
baby, coast, cycle and rail. This can be attributed to the fact that web users tend 
to use the same keywords to tag images with concepts depicting strong visual content, 
which are typically the object of interest in an image. In such cases, the string matching
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oracle can be rather accurate, providing valid samples for enhancing the classifiers. On 
the other hand, the proposed approach copes better with more abstract and ambiguous 
concepts for which the context is a crucial factor (e.g. flames, smoke, lens effect, small 
group, co-workers, strangers, circular wrap and overlay).
A closer look at the results obtained by the proposed approach shows that the con­
cept with the most notable increase in performance is the spider, initially trained by 
16 positive examples yielding only 5.48% AP. After adding the samples that were indi­
cated by the proposed oracle, the classifier gains 23.31 units of performance, resulting 
in 28.79% average precision. Similarly, other concepts yielding a performance gain in 
the range of 5 and more units include stars, rainbow, flames, fireworks, underwater, 
horse, insect, baby, rail and air. For most of these concepts, the initial classifiers yield 
a low performance. Another category of concepts are the ones with slight variations 
in performance, below 0.1%. This category includes the concepts cloudy sky, coast, 
city, tree, none, adult, female, no blur and city life whose initial classifiers yield a 
rather high performance and are trained with 3600 positive images on average. This 
shows that the proposed method, as it could be expected, is more beneficial for difficult 
concepts, i.e. for which initial classifiers perform poorly. Finally, there are also the 
concepts that either yield minor variations or even decrease in performance and consist 
in melancholic, unpleasant and big group. This can be attributed to the ambiguous 
nature of these concepts which renders the oracle unable to effectively determine their 
existence.
4 .4 .3  C om p arin g  w ith  s ta te -o f-th e -a r t
In this section the proposed approach is compared to the methods submitted to the 
2012 ImageClef competition [87] and specifically in the concept annotation task for 
visual concept detection, annotation, and retrieval using Flickr photos^. Since the pro­
posed approach is only using the visual information of the test images without taking 
into account the associated tags, it is only compared to the visual-based approaches 
submitted in the competition. The performance scores for the three metrics utilized by 
the competition organizers (miAP, GmiAP and F-ex) are reported in Table 4.3 for each 
of the 14 participating teams, along with the baselines of Table 4.2 and the proposed 
approach. The metric miAP (mean interpolated Average Precision) is calculated as the
h^ttp://imageclef.org/2012/photo-flickr
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Figure 4.4: Per concept comparison of the two best performing approaches (i.e. the naïve 
oracle and the proposed approach) to the baseline (best viewed in colour)
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common mAP with the only difference that precision is calculated and averaged only 
at interpolated recall values (from 0.0 to 1.0 with steps of 0.1). Geometric mean inter­
polated Average Precision (GMAP) is an extension on miAP and in order to calculate 
it, the logs of the average precision for each concept are averaged and afterwards we 
exponentiate the resulting average back to obtain the GmiAP. The F-ex score is the 
harmonic mean of precision and recall and is calculated by giving annotations instead 
of ranking scores for every image and every concept. In order to measure the F-ex score, 
the threshold for the positive-negative class separation was set to zero, i.e. images with 
an SVM prediction score greater than zero were annotated as positive and negative 
otherwise. We can see that our approach is ranked third in terms of miAP, first in 
terms of GmiAP and fifth in terms of F-ex. Additionally, we note that the proposed 
approach outperforms the rest in terms of GmiAP, which according to [87] is a metric 
susceptible to better performance on difficult concepts. This explains the superiority of 
our approach and the higher performance gain compared to our baseline since it tends 
to improve the performance of the difficult concepts, as it was also observed in Sec­
tion 4.4.2 (see Fig. 4.4). Moreover, it is important to note that the proposed approach 
has achieved these very competitive scores by using a single feature space (gray SIFT 
features), which was not the case for the other participants that relied on more than 
one feature spaces [87].
4.5 D iscussion of the results
In this chapter, we have examined an automatic variation of active learning for image 
classification adjusted in the context of social media. This adjustment consists in re­
placing the typical human oracle with user tagged images obtained from social sites 
and in using a probabilistic approach for jointly maximizing the informativeness of the 
samples and the oracle’s confidence. The results show that in this context it is critical 
jointly to consider these two quantities for successfully selecting additional samples to 
enhance the initial training set. Additionally, we noticed that the naïve oracle performs 
very well on concepts that depict strong visual content corresponding to typical fore­
ground visual objects (e.g fish, spider, bird and baby), while the proposed approach 
copes better with more abstract and ambiguous concepts (e.g. flames, smoke, strangers
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T ab le 4.3: Comparison with ImageClef 2012
Team miAP GmiAP F-ex
LIRIS 34.81% 28.58% 54.37%
NPDILIP6 34.37% 28.15% 41.99%
N il 33.18% 27.03% 55.49%
ISI 32.43% 25.90% 54.51%
MLKD 31.85% 25.67% 55.34%
CERTH 26.28% 19.04% 48.38%
UAIC 23.59% 16.85% 43.59%
BUAA AUDR 14.23% 8.18% 21.67%
UNED 10.20% 5.12% 10.81%
DBRIS 9.76% 4.76% 10.06%
PRA 9.00% 4.37% 25.29%
MSATL 8.68% 4.14% 10.69%
IMU 8.19% 3.87% 4.29%
URJCyUNED 6.22% 2.54% 19.84%
Baseline 30.37% 24.21% 48.6%
Self-training 30.77% 24.41% 49.63%
Textual based 32.48% 26.84% 51.7%
Max informativeness 30.83% 24.48% 52.24%
Naive oracle 32.18% 26.53% 51.66%
P ro p o sed  ap p ro ach 33.84% 29.17% 52.64%
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and circular wrap), since the utilized textual classifier accounts for the context of the 
tags as well.
Finally, an interesting note is that the difficult concepts (i.e. models with low per­
formance) tend to gain much more in terms of effectiveness from such bootstrapping 
methods, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Similar conclusions are drawn when comparing the pro­
posed approach, which trained a simple SVM classifier using a single feature space to 
the more sophisticated approaches of the ImageCLEF 2012 challenge, which typically 
used many feature spaces. Especially in the case of difficult concepts, as shown by the 
superiority of the proposed approach based on the GmiAP metric, we can also con­
clude that it is more important to find more positive samples than more sophisticated 
algorithms. On the other hand, when the initial classifiers of the concepts performed 
relatively well, the addition of training samples resulted in minor fluctuations of the 
performance. This can be attributed to the fact that these classifiers have reached a 
saturation point, i.e. the trained hyperplane has converged to the optimal one. In 
addition, there were concepts that were too ambiguous and the oracle was not able to 
provide correct annotations for the new samples, e.g. melancholic, unpleasant. In these 
cases, augmenting the dataset with new samples can be deemed unnecessary since it 
only increases the computational complexity of the system without providing any ben­
efit in terms of performance. This can be particularly useful for the computational 
complexity of bootstrapping, which can be rather high when the pool of candidates 
consists of a large number of images and the dimensionality of the feature vectors is 
high as in the presented work. For this reason, in the following chapter, we opt to 
predict the prominent concepts, for which adding more data is expected to increase 
their performance and, in this way, remove the computational load of updating the 
whole set of concepts.
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5.1 Introduction
An interesting aspect of most bootstrapping approaches, is that they have been tested 
using very few examples to train the initial model, many of which even start with just 
two [80; 89; 90]. However, with the widespread adoption of crowdsourcing, collecting 
medium scale datasets with ground tru th  annotations has become a realistic scenario 
for a rather high number of concepts. Prominent examples of such datasets are the 
25000 images used for the 2012 imageCLEF photo annotation task [87], which were 
annotated for 94 concepts by using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) service, as 
well as the 14 million images provided by ImageNET [8], which is currently the largest 
annotated image database consisting of 21841 concepts.
Considering the scale of such datasets, it is natural to wonder whether bootstrapping 
techniques could still benefit the cases where the initial training set consists of a few 
hundreds instances rather than just a couple. More specifically, it becomes particularly 
important to examine the learning capacity of the initial model with the aim to identify 
its saturation point, i.e. a point where continuing adding more samples does not really 
cause the model to perform better. As it was shown by the experiments in the previous 
chapter (Section 4.4.2), for certain types of concepts the saturation point was already 
reached using the few hundred examples included in the initial training set. In these 
cases, the model can be considered to have reached a level of maturity that adding 
more training samples would only result in marginal performance changes. In our 
work, we define the model maturity to be the distance of the current model from the 
optimal hyperplane. However, since this distance can not be directly calculated, we 
approximate its value using the classification performance of the model applied on a 
large set of images with ground tru th  annotations.
In addition to the model’s maturity^ another critical aspect that is expected to de­
termine whether adding more samples will cause the model’s performance to improve is 
the oracle’s reliability, which depends on how accurately the oracle can label new train­
ing data (i.e. how accurately they have been annotated through active (e.g. MTurk), 
or passive (e.g. flickr tags) crowdsourcing). This is due to the fact that adding a set of 
examples, the majority of which has been falsely labelled by an unreliable oracle, will 
most probably cause the model to deteriorate. The oracle’s reliability can be considered 
as an indicator of how much we trust the oracle’s decisions and, among others, depends
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on the nature of the examined concept. Indeed, there are some inherently ambiguous 
concepts that are not easy to distinguish using words (e.g. palm-hand and palm-tree) 
and there are others that can be pretty clearly described by linguistics (e.g. snow). 
For example, as it was shown in Section 4.4.2, bootstrapping did not have significant 
impact when applied to abstract concepts such as melancholic and unpleasant. Thus, 
motivated by the expectation that the oracle will be more accurate when labelling sim­
pler rather than more ambiguous concepts, we formulate the oracle’s reliability as a 
function of the concept of interest. More specifically, reliability is approximated by the 
success rate of the oracle in labelling a set of samples with ground tru th  annotations, 
which is calculated using the average precision metric.
Based on the above, we propose the utilization of these two features, i.e. the model’s 
maturity and the oracle’s reliability, for predicting the performance gain expected by 
enhancing the models. Then, based on these predictions, we can select to enhance only 
the most prominent models, avoiding in this way the computational cost that would 
be required to enhance the full set of models (Fig. 5.1). This is particularly useful in 
the context of recent trends in the image classification domain, where the scalability of 
methods to numerous concepts is now considered an important element of the proposed 
solutions. For example, in the ImageCLEF competition [10], the organizers introduced 
this scalability requirement by adding the concept as an input to the participants’ 
systems rather than giving a pre-defined vocabulary of concepts, while in the ImagneNet 
competition they had to classify images with respect to a vocabulary of 1000 concepts.
There are only a few works in the literature dealing with the prediction of the ex­
pected learning performance. The authors of [16] investigate both theoretically and 
empirically when effective learning is possible from ambiguously labelled images. They 
formulate the learning problem as partially-supervised multi-class classification and 
postulate intuitive assumptions under which they expect learning to succeed. Similarly, 
the authors of [77] examine the trade-off between performance, memory footprint and 
speed towards an on-the-fiy large scale concept retrieval system. On the other hand, we 
formally formulate the expected performance gain as a function of two pre-computed 
features and estimate this function using a regression model. More closely related to 
our approach is the work presented in [15], where the objective is to predict the perfor­
mance difference between automatically created and manually annotated datasets. On 
the contrary, our approach is designed for the bootstrapping technique and its scope
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Figure 5.1: System Overview
is to  reduce b oth  th e annotation  effort and th e com putational com plexity, by intelli­
gen tly  selecting th e m ost prom inent concepts for w hich bootstrap ping  is exp ected  to  be  
beneficial. T he work presented in  th is chapter w as published as a conference paper [91].
5.2 Selective m odel retraining
As already m entioned, th e purpose of our work is to  exam ine th e correlation o f the  
exp ected  perform ance gain w ith  the m a tu r i ty  o f th e m odel and th e reliability  o f the  
oracle, in order to  build a classifier trained on these two aspects. However before 
expressing th e perform ance b oost of th e in itia l classifier as a function  o f the oracle’s 
reliability  and the classifier’s m aturity ,  we should first define the approach followed for 
m easuring these quantities.
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5.2 .1  O racle re lia b ility
The reliability of the oracle, R, is defined on a per concept basis and indicates the 
quality of the oracle. A less reliable oracle will tend to make more mistakes feeding 
the classifiers with wrongly selected images and misleading them from their optimal 
target. In order to model this property, we quantify the oracle reliability to be the 
performance of the oracle as it is measured by average precision. More specifically, the 
oracle is asked to rank the images of a manually annotated dataset for the examined 
concept and the average precision is calculated based on this ranking.
5 .2 .2  M o d e l m a tu r ity
A more mature classifier, i.e. closer to the optimal model, is expected to exhibit small 
fluctuations in terms of performance, even if it is guided accurately, since it is closer 
to its saturation point. On the other hand, an immature model has more potential 
in increasing its performance although it would need more accurate guidance as it is 
expected to be highly susceptible to false positives. In this case, the maturity of the 
model M  is essentially the quality of the initial classifier, which can be measured by 
its performance tested on a manually annotated dataset and quantified by the average 
precision metric.
5 .2 .3  R eg ressio n  m od el
Based on the assumption that the performance gain g is correlated both with the 
maturity M  of the initial classifier and the reliability R  of the oracle, we propose to 
train a regression model using these two features (i.e. M  and R):
g = f{ M ,R )  (5,1)
In the training phase, we provide pairs {p(%), (M{i), R{i))} for every concept c% and the 
objective is to map the features (M, R) to the performance gain g by estimating the 
mapping function / .  The two proposed features, reliability and maturity are computed 
for every concept as explained in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively, by applying 
three fold cross validation on a manually annotated training set. In order to compute 
the output values g{i), the initial classifiers are trained on the manually annotated 
training set. Additional training samples are selected by a pool of candidates using the
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bootstrapping technique and the enhanced models are trained using the initial training 
set augmented with the additional training samples. Afterwards, both the initial and 
the enhanced classifiers are applied on a manually annotated evaluation set and their 
performance, APinit{i) and APfin{i) respectively, is estimated by the average precision 
metric. Finally, the performance gain is calculated to be the performance difference 
between the enhanced and the initial classifiers:
g{i) = APfin{i) ~  APinit{i) (5.2)
In the testing phase, given a new unseen concept Cj and an initial classifier recogniz­
ing this concept, we compute as previously the proposed features {M{j ) ,R{ j ) } ,  while 
the expected prediction gain g{j) is computed by applying the mapping function / .  
Based on the predicted gain, we can choose whether it is worthwhile to further enhance 
the classifier for the specific concept or retain the initial classifier.
5.3 Experim ents
5 .3 .1  D a ta se ts  and  im p lem en ta tio n  d eta ils
Two datasets were employed for the purpose of our experiments. The imageCLEF 
dataset IC  [87], annotated for 94 concepts, was used as the manually annotated dataset 
and was split in three parts; T l, T2 and Test, consisting of 5k, 10k and 10k images 
respectively. The MIRFLICKR-IM dataset S  [58] constitutes the pool of user-tagged 
images out of which 500 images are selected for each concept to act as the positive 
examples enhancing the initial training set during the bootstrapping approach. The 
bootstrapping technique which was presented in [44] was employed in our experiments. 
The code and the data for the following experiments are available at
5 .3 .2  Im p a ct o f  m a tu r ity  an d  oracle  re liab ility
In this experiment we investigate how the classifier maturity and the oracle reliability 
affect the leaning process by artificially simulating different levels of reliability for the 
oracle and examining the susceptibility of classifiers with various levels of maturity 
to noisy examples (i.e. false positive). For this experiment the IC  dataset is used.
^http : / / mklab.iti.gr/project/PerformancePrediction 
^https: /  /  github.com /  ehatzi/PerformancePrediction
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Initially, the classifiers are trained using the 5k images of the T l  set. Afterwards, 
in order to simulate an unreliable oracle, the initial training set is augmented with a 
combination of true and false positive images from the T2 set. The final classifiers 
are retrained using the augmented dataset and are evaluated on the Test set. We 
consider five augmented datasets, each one constructed by an oracle that adds samples 
with 100%, 80%, 67%, 50% and 0% accuracy, simulating this way different levels of the 
oracle’s reliability.
In Figure 5.2, we plot the performance gain between the enhanced and initial clas­
sifiers with respect to the maturity of the initial classifier. Initially, for each concept 
Ci of IC  the maturity M(i )  is calculated. Then the examined oracle proposes new 
training samples, the enhanced classifiers are trained and the performance gain g(i) is 
calculated. Finally, for every level of reliability we have a set of 94 points described by 
{M{i),g{i)) pairs. For better visualization, we applied a smoothing filter on the data 
points and produced an interpolated line for each oracle. The expected correlation 
becomes obvious if we make the following observations; (a) as the percentage of noisy 
data included in the augmentation dataset increases, the classifiers’ performance dete­
riorates (higher decrease in performance for the magenta line, i.e. adding 100% false 
positive examples, than the black line, i.e. adding 50% true and 50% false positive ex­
amples), and (b) the classifiers that exhibit a high level of maturity are not affected by 
the addition of the augmentation sets, neither positively when the oracle is perfectly 
reliable (i.e. red line) nor negatively when adding only false positive examples (i.e. 
magenta line). More specifically, there are only small fluctuations of the performance 
gain when the maturity of the classifier is high (e.g. over 50%). All the above verify 
our expectation that the performance gain is correlated with both the maturity of the 
classifier and reliability of the oracle. This justifies the selection of these two features 
to train the proposed regression model for predicting the expected performance gain.
5 .3 .3  P erform an ce ga in  p red ictio n
Our goal in this section is to verify whether the proposed regression model can effec­
tively predict the performance gain of bootstrapping. For this purpose we train  the 
regression model as specified in Section 5.2. The initial classifiers are trained using 
the combination of T l  and T2 datasets and afterwards, classifiers are enhanced by the 
images of the S  dataset using the approach presented in [44]. The different concepts
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Figure 5.2: The effect of the oracle reliability and the classifiers’ maturity to the perfor­
mance gain
(i.e th e 94 concepts of I C )  con stitu te  th e instances for train ing th e regression m odel. 
In order to  predict th e exp ected  gain g[ i )  for an in stance th e leave one out protocol 
is used (i.e. the regression m odel is trained on the 93 concepts and it is used to predict 
the exp ected  gain  g{i )  o f th e rem aining concept i).
W e tested  two different m odelling approaches, an e-S V R  and a nu-SV R  regres­
sion m odel, w hile b o th  linear and R B F  kernels were considered. T h e b est perform ing  
approach, the e-S V R  regression m odel w ith  an R B F  kernel, was chosen using cross 
validation.
In order to  visualize th e results, the concepts are ranked based on th e predicted  
gain g  and th e cum ulative actu al gain  g  is calcu lated  for every concept. If we denote  
as c^, Cg,..., th e  sorted concepts so th at g{c'^) >  we define the cum ulative
gain function  Cg { k )  as:
cg(fc) = (5.3)
i= l
T his function  in dicates th e  to ta l actual gain o f th e bootstrap ping algorithm  if th e  
classifiers representing the top  k  concepts are enhanced, w hile the in itia l classifiers
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Table 5.1: Prediction performance comparison between the proposed approach and the 
random baseline
#  concepts
Pro
Abs.
posed
Perc.
Rai
Abs.
idom
Perc.
10
20
40
60
80
0.93
1.36
1.81
2.19
2.7
.g.Pg
31.39
45.58
60.87
73.47
90.81
100
0.26
0.62
1.21
1.71
2.35
.g.Pg
8.71
21
40.71
57.38
79.04
100
are maintained for the rest N  — k cases. In the optimal scenario, the predicted top 
k concepts yield the highest improvement in the bootstrapping process (i.e. g{c'i) > 
9 (^2 ) > "  > p(c^)). In Fig. 5.3, the function of Eq. 5.3 is plotted for every k. In 
addition to the proposed approach, three baselines are plotted as well; (a) R andom : 
The instances are ranked randomly, (b) U p p e r  B aseline: The instances are ranked 
based on the actual gain g{i) simulating the best possible regression model (i.e. best 
case scenario), (c) Low er B aseline: The instances are inversely ranked based on the 
actual gain g{i) simulating the worst regression model (i.e. worst case scenario). It 
is obvious that the proposed regression model significantly outperforms the random 
baseline and lies quite close to the upper baseline.
In order to provide an indication of the benefits that could be gained in terms of 
processing load by the employment of the proposed approach, we provide Table 5.1. In 
this table, we can see the achieved performance gain if we decide to enhance the top 10, 
20, 40, 60, 80 and 94 (all) concepts as they were ranked by the proposed approach and 
the random baseline. The first column (Abs.) refers to the absolute performance gain 
achieved, while the second column [Perc.) is the percentage of this value with respect 
to the maximum possible achieved gain, which occurs if we enhance all the 94 concepts. 
We can see that using the proposed approach we can achieve the same performance 
gain with significantly less processing load. For example, if we decide to enhance the 
40 most prominent concepts as ranked by the proposed approach, we can achieve more 
than half of the total performance boost, while we need to enhance around 60 concepts 
to achieve similar boost if the random model decides for the ranking.
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5.4 D iscussion of the results
In this chapter, in an effort to improve the scalability properties of the computation­
ally expensive approaches that follow the bootstrapping paradigm, we investigate the 
correlation of two new features, i.e. the model’s maturity and the oracle’s reliability, 
with the expected performance gain. This correlation can be exploited to devise mecha­
nisms appropriate for ruling out the cases that are not expected to substantially benefit 
from augmenting the training set. Our experiments have shown that by exploiting this 
correlation we can achieve approximately 60% of the performance gain by enhancing 
less than half of the concepts. Our plans for future work include the investigation of 
additional features for predicting the expected performance gain.
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6.1 D iscussion and Conclusions
In concluding this thesis we would like to provide a walk-through to our motivations, the 
key choices that we have made in designing the proposed approaches and the conclusions 
we have reached. The starting point of our work was to tackle the limitations of the 
example-based learning that occur due to the lack of training examples. Especially, 
considering the increasing adoption of Web 2.0 applications like flickr and the resulting 
huge number of user tagged images that can be obtained at no cost, the objective was to 
exploit this cheap content in order to tackle the problems originating from the limited 
size of manually annotated image sets (i.e. system scalability).
Towards this objective, our first approach was completely unsupervised (Chapter 2), 
working under the reasonable expectation that when one can have huge amounts of data 
there is no need for sophisticated methods. Indeed, after our theoretical and empirical 
analysis we concluded that simple and intuitive methods were more successful as the 
size of the dataset grew. On the other hand, there were cases where some supervision 
was required, since the methods failed even with larger dataset sizes. Thus, initially, 
we sought to develop a guided cluster selection strategy by adding the knowledge from 
a small manually annotated set of images.
A key observation in our experimental results was that many regions depicting visu­
ally similar but semantically dissimilar concepts (e.g. sky and sea) were confusing the 
clustering algorithm and ending up in the same cluster. For this reason, we attempted 
to model this visual ambiguity characterizing the multimedia content and utilized it 
within a bootstrapping scenario (Chapter 3). Incorporating visual ambiguity allowed 
for gathering significantly more accurate regions to enhance the initial models.
On the other hand, the improvement in the accuracy of the selected samples did 
not have the expected impact on the performance of enhanced models. This can be 
attributed to a critical factor that was not taken into account, the informativeness of the 
selected samples. In order to examine the effect of incorporating the informativeness of 
a sample in the bootstrapping process, we investigated the active learning theory but 
for global image classification instead of object detection, since this choice removed the 
additional parameter of localizing the objects within an image. An important factor for 
examining the active learning principles in this social context was to find a method in 
order to consider jointly the informativeness of the samples and the oracle’s confidence
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about their content. Towards this direction, we proposed a probabilistic approach 
that could optimally maximize both the informativeness and the confidence indicators. 
Experimental results have shown that it is critical to use both types of information to 
achieve higher increase in performance. Moreover, an interesting observation is that for 
the difficult concepts, which are usually trained with a small number of initial samples, 
enhancing the training set with additional data is more beneficial than searching for 
more sophisticated methods.
Finally we noticed that there were cases for which bootstrapping did not provide any 
benefit, which usually happens when the initial classifiers have already reached a level 
of maturity or when the oracle, which in our case is the textual analysis algorithm, 
does not provide accurately new samples. Taking this observation into account and 
aiming to minimize the computational complexity, we proposed a regression model 
that exploits the correlation between the expected performance gain of bootstrapping 
with the maturity of the initial classifiers and the reliability of the oracle (Chapter 5). 
Applying this model to each concept, we can select only the most prominent cases to 
enhance, avoiding in this way the computational cost of enhancing the whole set of 
classifiers.
6.2 Contributions
The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• An unsupervised framework for automatically gathering training data for training 
object detection models.
• A method for modelling and utilizing visual ambiguity.
• A novel probabilistic fusion method for combining the informativeness of new 
samples and the confidence of the oracle.
• A regression model that can predict the expected performance gain of bootstrap­
ping prior to actually applying it.
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6.3 Plans for future extensions
Possible future paths to explore include the use of flickr groups as a richer and more 
large-scale pool of candidates for positive samples and the extension of the approach 
presented in Chapter 4 to an on-line continuous learning scheme both for global image 
annotation and local object detection. Towards this goal, an interesting route is to 
optimize the strategy for the selection of additional samples to the initial training set, 
considering combinations of both positive and negative examples. Moreover, with the 
help of the regression model presented in Chapter 5, this continuous learning framework 
can be efficiently applied to very large databases such as ImageNet, which consists of 
a circa 20000 concept vocabulary.
It would also be interesting to investigate whether and to what extend the training 
set augmentation processes are able to boost the performance of initial classifiers, when 
they are trained on far more compact signatures. For example, the current state-of- 
the-art CNN-based features can achieve surprisingly high performance with merely 128- 
dimensional vectors. It is natural to wonder whether similar benefits can be achieved 
when the number of the training samples can easily surpass the dimensionality of the 
feature vectors. Moreover, considering that the training phase of CNNs requires large 
amounts of manually annotated data in order to learn the millions of parameters that 
are required, it would be interesting to investigate whether social media can substitute 
the human supervision in such tasks as well.
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